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Preface
The aim of this thesis is to trace the influ-
ence that the English Gothic romance undoubtedly
had on the novels of Charles Brockden Brown. This
is an influence of which students of American lit-
erature have long been aware. Few, however, have do le
more than mention the subject.
The term "Gothic" was first applied to fiction
by Horace Walpole who, in 1764, wrote The Castle of
Otranto : A Gothi c Story . He was followed, towards
the close of the eighteenth century, by a whole
school of Gothic novelists. In order to avoid the
severe classic order, these writers made liberal use
of the terrible and the unusual, of the Gothic castle
with its medieval setting, and of impossible charac-
ters. It should be noted here, that this thesis only
deals with that part of the Gothic movement in England
which came prior to the nineteenth century. The
Gothic romance did continue well into the 1800 f s, but
in a modified form. In fact this influence persisted
in the fiction of the greatest writers, until the
coming of the realistic school.
Part I of the thesis is devoted to a considera-
tion of the origins and characteristics of the Gothic
influence as it revealed itself in eighteenth century

England; Part II is an attempt to show what effect
this had on America's first professional man of
letters.
•
1The Influence of the English Gothic Romance
on the
Novels of Charle s Brock den Brown
Part I
Definition and Origin of th e Gothic Romance
The first half of the eighteenth century is com-
monly referred to, in English literature, as the Neo-
classical period. It was an age in which formalism
was the keynote of good art, and imagination or any
show of emotion was discouraged. It was impossible,
however, that this repression should impose itself in-
definitely upon English literature. Fiction, under
the guidance of Richardson, began to show a more sym-
pathetic treatment of life, and toward the close of the
century the novel reflected that re-awakening of the
imagination known as the romantic movement.
The medieval or Gothic novel may be defined "as
the eighteenth century novel which sought to excite
emotions of wonder and terror by the use of materials
drawn from the superstition of the past." Horace
Walpole (1717-1797) son of the Prime Minister, Sir
Robert Walpole, started the fashion with The Castle of

2Otranto ; a Gothic Story (1764).
Walpole, long interested in oainting, literature,
and antiquities, had built for himself "Strawberry
Hill" in the Gothic style . This "castle" seems to
have been, in some measure, the inspiration for his
romance. It is, at the same time, fairly clear that
Walpole was not entirely serious when he wrote his
exorbitant tale. Everything was resorted to in order
to stimulate the reader's imagination: portraits walk
out of their frames, drops of blood fall from the
nose of a marble statue, and skeletons are seen pray-
ing in chapel. Here are none of the ordinary checks
upon fancy.
As to the term" Got hie," it seems to have been
used as a word of contempt in the Neo-Classical period.
Anything called "Gothic" was barbarous and not in good
taste. But, as Walpole employed the expression, it
means admiration of the medieval and of everything that
pertains to that time. Gothic castles, mysterious in-
cidents, hair-raising adventures, impossible heroes,
and swooning heroines are what the author attempts to
set forth in this first Gothic romance.
Perhaps to his surprise, Walpole soon found him-
self famous and his novel was published many times.
Strange to say, however, he had no immediate imitators,
for Clara Reeve did not publish The Old Engli sh Baron

3until 1777. And it was not until Mrs. Radcliffe be-
gan writing her stories some twelve years later, that
the Gothic story really developed into its purest
foim . Then came in rapid succession a host of writers,
until, by the 17 90* s, the genre was at its height.

4General Characteristics of the Got hi c Romance
Setting
The setting of the typical Gothic romance is of
tremendous importance, for without a suitable back-
ground the story loses much of its effectiveness.
The Gothic writers found that for their purpose, be-
cause they returned to the medieval, a castle, abbey,
or monastery must play an important part in the set-
ting. Also, it was very helpful if this building
were in, at least partial, ruin. Then too, a lonely,
preferably mountainous or woody location was desirable.
Needless to say, these solitary, ancient ruins were
always haunted by one or more ghosts, and contained an
amazing number of trap doors, secret passages, and
forgotten vaults and dungeons. Finally, the most cru-
cial scenes that occurred were accompanied by appro-
priate tempestuous weather: lightning, thunder, howl-
ing wind.
No one excelled Mrs. Radcliffe in the effective
use of setting: "Everything in her stories contributes
to their mood, and this mood is always sombre, agi-
tated, pervasive. Her range in this respect is great.
She can find the precise background for tender and
pensive thoughts. But her great effects are gained

5by a wild and lavishly fashioned romantic imagery,
often symbolic, and for the most part scenic - craggy
castles, ruined abbeys, mouldering cloisters and
tombs, midnight bells, black forests, impenetrable
gorges, stretches of sea, moonlit vistas, pictur-
esque ruffians, the dust of long-closed chambers, the
dampness of the charnel-house; all of them external
but highly useful furnishings for the familiar emo-
tional appeal." (1)
Plot
Next in importance to the setting is the plot
of a Gothic story. Now, although the plot is impor-
tant, it is usually a poorly constructed affair.
Godwin's Caleb Williams would probably deserve exemp-
tion from this statement, but, then, Godwin's story
is not a pure Gothic romance. In general, however,
the Gothic plot simply consists of one strange, super-
natural, or horrible incident after another until the
reader is wrought up to fever-pitch, or utterly bored,
and then comes the gruesome, or perhaps happy, ending.
(1) H. R. Steeves, Three Eighteenth Century Romances
,
Introduction, pp. XVI-XVII

6Sometimes, as in Lewis' The Monk, there are two
distinct, and scarcely joining, plots . In some cases
the plot is simple and brief, as in Beckford f s
Vathek, and then again it is long drawn out and more
involved, as in Mrs. Radcliffe's The Mysteries of
Udolpho . Some even have many strings of incidents
but no pattern whatsoever. Frequently, the plot
centers about the heroine. To quote Steeves: "The
story is built typically about the misadventures and
mishaps of a heroine of gentle and sensitive nature
in the background of whose history is some deep, and
generally irrelevant, mystery. She is thrown into
the power of sinister villains, and exposed continu-
ously to both real and fancied terrors. But although
she is constantly threatened with death - 'or worse,*
as Mrs. Radcliffe puts it - her virtue and a certain
blind but lucky courage carry her through the perils
of the situation. In the end she is found affection-
ately but modestly united to the genteel young lover
from whom destiny has separated her in her moments of
trial." But, whatever the nature of the plot may
be, it is that which holds the interest of the reader
and on which the author has exercised his ingenuity.
(1) Steeves (op. cit.) Introduction, pp. XIV-XV

7Characters
It is true , that while in themselves the charac-
ters of a Gothic romance are not of great importance,
still, from a critical point of view, a great deal
may be said about them. To quote Miss Birkhead, "The
hero was pale, melancholy, and unfortunate enough to
be attractive. The villain bold and desperate in his
crimes, was secretly admired as well as feared. The
ethereal, sensitive heroine, suffering through no
fault of her own, could not fail to win sympathy." ^
As was stated before, many Gothic romances are
built around the heroine. Here is Mrs. Radcliffe T s
description of one of her typical young ladies:
"The observations and general behavior of Adeline
already bespoke a good understanding and an amiable
heart, but she had yet more - she had genius. She was
now in her nineteenth year; her figure of the mid-
dling size, and turned to the most exquisite propor-
tion; her hair was dark auburn , her eyes blue, and
whether they sparkled with intelligence or melted with
tenderness, they were equally attractive." ( 2 ) And
what fortitude, what ability to endure suffering these
charming damsels show.
(1) Birkhead, The Tale of Terror, p. 223
(2) Mrs. Radcliffe, The Romanc e of the Forest , p. 281
(See Bibliography)
i
8In some Gothic novels, however, the villain is
really the leading character. Without him there would
be no story. Certainly The Monk would he a tame affair
without Ambrosio and Caleb Williams would lose its
whole effect if Falkland were removed. In fact it can
be safely said, that for most, the truly interesting
scenes in a Gothic romance are those in which the
villain plays an important part. As was stated before,
although these villains are bold and desperate, they
are "thoroughly fascinating," ^ Some of them, in-
deed, begin as good characters. Both Ambrosio and
Falkland, referred to above, are, in the beginning,
excellent and well-intentioned men, but they become
wicked and desperate before the story has proceeded
very far. A grim destiny seems to overhang many of
these villains, constantly driving them to new and
greater crimes. This perhaps accounts for the fre-
quent lack of a motive behind their misdeeds.
Frequently, the Gothic novels lack any single
outstanding hero, unless the villain be credited as
one. When there is a hero, he is sometimes gallant
and brave or again he may be of a gloomy, morbid dis-
position given to solitude. Often these characters
seem set apart, doomed to loneliness. This character-
(1) Erskine, Leading American Novelists . p. 18

9istic will be particularly noticeable in the novels
of Brown. Finally, as is the case with the heroine,
the hero has a remarkable ability to endure suffering,
Caleb in the novel Caleb Williams t and St. Leon, in
the book of the same name, show a fortitude when fate
persecutes them that arouses the admiration of the
reader as well as his compassion.
In addition to human characters, the Gothic nov-
el often contains many supernatural beings. Witches,
ghosts, and spectres sometimes play roles of consider-
able importance. Even the Devil may be called upon to
enact a part as in Vathek or The Monk .
In conclusion, it can be said that the characters
of a Gothic romance are mere types, pawns, to be led
about through the intricacies of the plot and to suf-
fer in passive fashion. ^ They are, moreover, senti-
mental, melodramatic figures, quite unlike real people.
Other Gothic Devices
In addition to the Gothic castle and most unusual
weather, the Gothic writer uses many other devices to
gain the effect of terror and mystery. Chief among
them is a resorting to the superstition of the past
and the belief in the supernatural. For instance, in
(1) Birkhead (op. cit.) p. 45
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Lewis' The Monk, there are prophetic dreams, fortune-
telling, and traffic with evil spirits. Also, in
this same story, ancient legends are liberally used,
as the "Bleeding Nun" story or that concerning the
"Wandering Jewl" In The Castle of Otranto a horrible
giant lies about the castle, a gigantic helmet falls
from the sky, and as previously noted, portraits walk
about and a statue drops blood. In Vathek there ap-
pears an old man with supernatural powers, and even
the hero possesses a hypnotic and terrible eye. Thus
it would be possible to go on at great length showing
the important part the supernatural plays
•
Another Gothic device, strange as it may seem, is
the use of birds. Here is an instance of Mrs. Rad-
cliffe's technique in this respect:
"On his return to the abbey, La Motte ascended
the stairs that led to the tower. About half way up,
a door appeared in the wall. It yielded without re-
sistance to his hand; but a sudden noise within, ac-
companied by a cloud of dust, made him step back and
close the door. After waiting a few minutes, he again
opened it, and perceived a large room of the more mod-
ern building. The remains of tapestry hung in tatters
upon the walls, which were become the residence of
birds of prey, whose sudden flight on the opening of
the door had brought down a quantity of dust and
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occasioned the noise." (1)
Some Gothic writers make use of pseudo-science
as a useful device to gain their ends of mystery and
terror, Godwin, for instance, in S_t. Leon employs
the elixir vitae and the philosophers stone; Lewis
in The Monk uses fortune-telling and communication with
the spiritual world. Charles Brockden Brown later
makes use of this device in Wieland where the spontan-
eous combustion of a man and ventriloquism play an
important part
•
Still other common devices such as an unburied
skeleton, mysterious music, a suddenly extinguished
lamp, ( 2 ) hidden manuscripts, doors that cannot be
fastened on the inside, a dreadful black pall lying
upon a bed, a veiled portrait, a worm eaten corpse,
a track of blood in a castle hallway, a mysterious
trunk or box, and many more are excellent agents for
arousing terror.
The Essential Difference between Gothic Romance
and
Romance in General
It is now evident that the essential difference
between Gothic romance and romance in general is that
(1) Mrs. Radcliffe (op. cit.) p. 275
(2) Birkhead (op. cit.) p. 40
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the former laid particular stress upon the mysterious,
the supernatural, and even upon the horrible. The
Gothic novelists one aim was to produce a series of
goose-flesh tales, to make the reader's blood freeze in
his veins.
This striving for the ghastly, romance in general
did not desire. It is true that romance in general
was interested in the past but only for adventure, in-
cident, and action. It was also interested in nature.
The glory of the sunrise and the sunset, the beauty of
field and forest and also the wilder aspects of nature
were appreciated. Humble life was regarded sympatheti-
cally. Everyone, no matter how lowly, was hailed as a
brother, A happy, rosy glow, then, was thrown over
everything, for life was beautiful. Romance in general
was not interested in the horrific tales of the Gothic
school, which, after all, was but a minor phase of the
whole romantic movement.
(
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A Brief Consideration of Some of the Outstanding
English Goth lc Novels of the Eighteenth Century
Upon close examination, it will be found that even
the Gothic romances are not all precisely the same and
that "the variations fall, with more or less coercion,
into three groups : the supernatural Gothic of Walpole
and Lewis, the mechanical or architectural Gothic of
Mrs. Radcliffe, and the psychological or Revolutionary
Gothic of William Godwin, which united certain charac-
teristics of the 'Gothic' and of the Revolutionary*
novels." Or as another writer classifies them:
the novel of suspense of Mrs. Radcliffe, the novel of
terror of Lewis and Maturin, the Oriental tale of ter-
(2^
ror, and finally the Rosicrucian novel of Godwin. v '
Now it is the purpose of this section to discuss
briefly eight Gothic romances which may be considered
fairly representative of the school as a whole. This
will give one a more exact idea of what the typical
Gothic romance is like. Particular attention will be
paid to the use each makes of Gothic elements, but no
especial attempt will be made to classify them in the
groups given above.
(1) L. D. Loshe, The Early American Novel
, p. 30
(2) Birkhead (op. cit.) chapter headings
c
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The Castle of trailto (1764)
Here is the first Gothic romance and the inspir-
ation of those to follow. Briefly the story is as
follows: Manfred, Prince of Otranto , and a tyrant, is
most anxious to have his son, Conrad, marry because an
ancient prophecy said, "The Castle and Lordship of
Otranto shall pass from the present family, whenever
the real owner shall be grown too large to inhabit it."
Conrad, then, is about to be married to the beautiful
Isabella when a huge helmet falls from the sky and
crushes him. Manfred then determines to marry Isabella
himself although his wife, Hippolita, is very much
alive. Isabella, however, flees and escapes by a sub-
terranean passage to the nearby church, aided by an un-
known man •
It is now discovered that the strange, gigantic
helmet is very similar to that on the figure in black
marble of Alfonso the Good, one of the former princes,
which stands in the church of St. Nicholas. It is
then found to be the very helmet, greatly enlarged.
When Manfred pursues Isabella, the plumes of the great
helmet wave back and forth. Also the portrait of his
father utters a deep sigh and heaves its breast.
Later, this same picture even descends and leads Man-
fred to a chamber which he is not able to enter.
t(
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Servants, at various times, see the foot or hand of a
giant in the castle*
The strange youth, who aided Isabella to escape,
is now made a prisoner himself and Matilda, Manfred's
daughter, becomes much interested in him,
Jerome, a priest, tries to aid and advise the
family. He tells Manfred that he cannot divorce his
wife and marry Isabella in order to have a son.
Now it is discovered that the young stranger is
Theodore, son of Jerome, whom the latter has never
seen. Strangely, he seems to resemble the picture of
Alfonso in the gallery. Manfred is about to have
Theodore killed when a strange knight arrives followed
by many men carrying a gigantic sabre. This promptly
falls beside the helmet and no one can move it. The
Knight of the Gigantic Sabre challenges Manfred as a
usurper, and, further, claims he is holding Isabella
falsely. But Isabella is no where to be found and
they all set off in search of her. Meanwhile Matilda
frees Theodore and he declares his love for her, upon
which a hollow groan is heard.
The Knight of the Sabre proves to be the Marquis
of Vincenza, Isabella's father. He has been in the
East and the guardians of his daughter, thinking him
dead, had contracted for her marriage to Conrad. A
dream had warned the Marquis of her danger, and a her-
mit instructed him where to dig up the huge sabre.
(€
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This he was to carry until he found a helmet to match;
there would he also find his daughter.
To complicate things both Isabella and Matilda
love Theodore. But as if this were not enough the
Marquis demands the hand of Matilda and says the
castle is really his. Three drops of blood fall from
Alfonso's statue upon this remark. Then the spectre
of the "holy hermit" appears to the Marquis and warns
him not to seek carnal delights.
That same night, Manfred comes upon Theodore, and
as he thinks, Isabella, at the tomb of Alfonso. He
stabs the girl only to discover to his horror he has
killed his daughter, Matilda. Later a terrific clap
of thunder shakes the castle and part of the wall falls.
In the ruin appears a gigantic Alfonso saying: "Behold
in Theodore the true heir of Alfonso 1" All the com-
plications of the plot are then straightened out and
Theodore and Isabella are finally married.
Here, then, is a story that is "unqualifiedly,
undilutedly, romantic; so much so that it recognizes
none of the checks of reason upon invention, but is
for its time almost the absolute expression of imagi-
native freedom." The plausibility of the incidents
in the story do not concern Walpole, and he draws lib-
(1) Steeves (op. cit.) Introduction, pp. XII-XIII
(
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erally upon the supernatural. His story holds its
place only because it was the first of a new type.
"The Castle of Otranto is significant, not because of
its intrinsic merit, but because of its power in
shaping the destiny of the novel."
The Gothic elements in the story may be easily
recognized. First of all, there is the medieval cas-
tle with its trap door and secret passage. Then there
are such terrifying happenings as the falling of the
gigantic helmet, the great giant who haunts the castle,
the statue that drops blood, the portrait that sighs
and descends ^om its frame, the great sabre that falls
beside the helmet where no one can move it, the spectre
of the "holy hermit," and the thunder with the appear-
ance of the gigantic Alfonso. These and other super-
natural incidents are meant to startle the reader and
make the story decidedly Gothic.
The Old English Baron (1777)
This Gothic novel was originally published as The
Champion of Virtue. The authoress, Clara Reeve, states
that it is the "literary offspring of The Castle of
Otranto ." This is the plot. Sir Philip Harclay
(1) Birkhead (op. cit.) p. 20
G
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returns to England after many years abroad. After ar-
ranging his own affairs he sets out to renew an old
friendship with Lord Lovel who lives in the west of
England. On arriving there he finds, to his sorrow,
that his friend is dead and the castle occupied by the
Baron Fitz-Owen. The story told Sir Philip is that
Lord Lovel had been killed in battle and that his young
wife, who was about to have a child, had died in child-
birth. The castle had then been taken over by Sir
Walter Lovel, a brother to Lord Lovel. Sir Walter then
had married his sister to Baron Fitz-Owen.
The Baron* s family consists of three sons, a daugh-
ter, and a promising young peasant, Edmund. This young
man makes such an impression on Sir Philip that he
promises to aid Edmund should he ever be in need of it.
About this time some of the Baron's family begin to
grow jealous of Edmund's abilities and do all they can
to ridicule him in the eyes of the Baron. Father
Oswald, a neighboring priest and the family advisor,
befriends Edmund. One day Master Richard, the Baron's
nephew, overhears the priest and Edmund discussing the
strange deaths of Lord and Lady Lovel and their belief
that the deserted east wing is haunted. Richard retells
this to the Baron, and, as a kind of punishment, Edmund
is requested to sleep three nights in the long shut up
east wing. During these three nights it is revealed to
(G
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Edmund that he is the true heir of Lovel.
Accompanied by Father Oswald, Edmund goes to the
peasant woman, who is supposed to be his mother, and
learns he is not really her son. She tells him that
her husband, years before, had found the corpse of a
woman and near it a baby still alive. The latter he
had brought home •
Sure now that he is the true heir, Edmund seeks
the aid of Sir Philip and tells him his story. Sir
Philip challenges Sir Walter Lovel to a duel charging
him with the murder of his brother. In the duel Sir
Walter is seriously wounded, and thinking he is dying,
he confesses all. Edmund marries the daughter of
Fitz-Owen and all ends happily
•
For Gothic material in The Old Engl i sh Baron there
is the castle with its haunted wing where groans and ap-
paritions are heard and seen by Edmund and others. The
finding of the bloody armor and the bones of Edmund's
father buried under the floor of a closet in the de-
serted wing is another Gothic scene. Also the doors of
the castle flying open to Edmund when he arrives as the
true heir is a Gothic incident. Here, too, Edmund is
the perfect romantic hero; a young man whose character
and personality are perfection itself. Emma, the her-
oine, daughter of the Baron, is also typical, being
quiet, beautiful, and good. It must be admitted, however,
i
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that Sir Walter is a very mild villain when compared
to some of his compeers.
In conclusion, it may be noted that Miss Reeve
makes considerably less use of the impossible than
does Walpole . In fact she believes that he is far
too extravagant in his conceptions. To quote Miss
Reeve: "The business of Romance is, first to excite
the attention, and, secondly, to direct it to some use-
ful, or at least innocent, end." ^ She further
states she uses enough "of the marvellous to excite
attention; enough of the manners of real life to give
an air of probability to the work; and enough of the
pathetic to engage the heart in its behalf." ( 2 )
Vathek (1786)
William Beckford's little story, Vathek . is a
Gothic romance with such a decided Oriental background,
that it hardly seems Gothic at all. But even here, the
appeal is one of terror, of the exotic, and the unusual.
The story is concerned with the Caliph Vathek who rules
his empire with a strong hand. In person, he is majes-
tic, and he has such terrible eyes that when angry he
frequently kills people merely by looking at them.
(1) Reeve, The Old English Bar on t Preface, p. 12
(2) Ibid. p. 13
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Vathek is much given to pleasure and to his palace he
had added five wings, each devoted to the gratification
of one of his senses. He has also had a tower of con-
siderable size erected where he is accustomed to study
the stars.
One day a hideous old man arrives at the capital
city bringing with hira a remarkable collection of
extraordinary merchandise which Vathek purchases. He
falls into a rage, however, when the stranger will not
tell who he is. Vathek's terrible eye does not trouble
the old man and he easily escapes from the prison into
which he has been cast. Vathek now appears to be dying
of a fever, but the mysterious stranger returns and
heals him. A banquet is held where the old man eats
and drinks even more than Vathek. In fact, this man is
so insolent that the whole court kick him out of the
city and he finally rolls into a deep chasm. Vathek
pitches his tent on the edge and refuses to leave. One
night the voice of the Giaour comes to him and promises
hira everything he desires at the Palace of Subterranean
Fire if he will abjure Mahomet. Furthermore, to quench
the thirst of the Giaour, Vathek has fifty boys driven
off into the chasm.
Vathek's mother, Carathis , must not be forgotten.
She is absolutely without principle and is an astrologer.
In the tower she has preserved all kinds of horrors to
aid her in her practices.
4,
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Aided by his mother, Vathek now makes ready for
an expedition to a region where the Giaour says he is
waiting for him, where all power will be given him.
After several days' journey, Vathek stops at the pal-
ace of the Emir where he is entertained. Here lives
the beautiful Nouronihar who is in love with her
cousin Gulchenrouz. But as soon as the Caliph spies
her, he resolves to make her his own. This the Emir,
her father, does not wish and so to save her gives
both Nouronihar and Gulchenrouz a sleeping powder and
a mock funeral is held. The Caliph soon discovers her,
however, and she agrees to accompany him to the Palace
of Subterranean Fire. She too, then, desires power and
glory.
They finally reach this palace only to find it is
eternal perdition. Here they find many others, all
with their hearts on fire. Theirs, too, soon takes
fire and they lose the most precious gift of heaven -
hope •
What a story is here. As one writer says: "There
throng into our mind a crowd of unearthly forms - aged
astrologers, hideous Giaours, gibbering negresses,
graceful boys and maidens, restless, pacing figures
with their hands on their hearts, and a formidable
prince - whose adventures are woven into a fantastic
but distinct and definite pattern around the three
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central personages, the Caliph Vathek, his exqui-
sitely wicked mother, Carathis, and the bewitching
Nouronihar. The fatal palace of Eblis, with its
lofty columns and gloomy towers of an architecture
unknown in the annals of the earth, looms darkly in
our imagination."
The Romance of the Forest (1791)
This is one of Mrs. Radcliffe's six Gothic ro-
mances. La Motte, fleeing from Paris to escape his
creditors, stops at a lonely house to inquire the
way. There a ruffian puts a pistol to his breast
and informs La Motte the only way he can save his
life is to take with him a beautiful girl. This La
Motte does. He continues his journey with his wife,
one servant, and the strange girl. Finally they ar-
rive, purely by accident, at a ruined abbey located
in the heart of a forest. Here La Motte determines to
live for a time. Mrs. Radcliffe describes his first
glimpse of this ruin as follows:
"He approached, and perceived the Gothic remains
of an abbey. It stood on a kind of rude lawn, over-
shadowed by high and spreading trees which seemed co-
(1) Birkhead (op. cit.) p. 96
f
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eval with the building and diffused a romantic gloom
around. The greater part of the pile appeared to be
sinking into ruins, and that which had withstood the
ravages of time showed the remaining features of the
fabric more awful in decay. The lofty battlements,
thickly enwreathed with ivy, were half demolished,
and become the residence of birds of prey." ^
This, it will be seen, makes an excellent set-
ting for the Gothic horrors awaiting the blue-eyed,
auburn-haired heroine. Ruined as the abbey may be,
there is still a trap door which is intact, and a
skeleton hidden in a chest awaits discovery. The
heroine also discovers a partly obliterated manuscript
in a secret apartment, which she persists in reading
at night by feeble lamp light.
Two things are very noticeable in this story;
first, the importance of the abbey, and second, the
logical explanation that the author always gives to
what has appeared to be a supernatural incident.
Sometimes the explanation comes immediately and, at
other times, it is long deferred. Finally, Mrs. Rad-
cliffe delights in keeping the reader in suspense. For
instance the reason why the beautiful heroine, Adeline,
was so suddenly thrust upon the unsuspecting La Motte
(1) Mrs. Radcliffe (op. cit.) p. 264
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at the beginning of the story, the reader does not
learn for some time •
There is, of course, an unprincipled villain in
the story who goes to great lengths to gain Adeline.
He later proves to be a relative and the murderer of
her father. To further complicate matters, La Motte
turns bandit to replenish his dwindling resources.
There is also a young hero who does heroic work in the
cause of the young lady. All, at length, ends happily
for the heroine after many eerie and harrowing hours.
She comes into rightful possession of all that is hers,
and the villain kills himself.
For Gothic effect, then, there is the ruined, soli-
tary abbey, the skeleton of Adeline's father hidden in
the chest, the trap door opening into the concealed a-
partments, the mysterious manuscript which the heroine
finds containing the story of her father's last hours.
Dreams, the wind, and even birds furnish additional
startling incidents.
The Mysteries of Udolpho (1794)
This is probably Mrs. Radcliffe's most widely read
novel. The main action of the story centers around the
lives of Emily and her guardian, Madame Gheron. The
heroine, who has been deprived of both parents, is soon
roused from her dreamy existence. Madame Cheron marries
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Montoni, a fortune hunter, who possesses a palace at
Venice and a castle in the Apennines. Here they go
to live accompanied by Emily whose love affair with
Valancourt is frustrated.
At the castle of Udolpho the real trouble be-
gins. The true character of Lion ton i becomes apparent
when he tries to make his wife give up her estates to
him, and encourages the Count Morano to make love to
Emily
.
Mrs. Radcliffe, following her usual method, leads
up to each tragic denouement by sketches or panoramic
views, embroideries skillfully employed to cover the
real awe-inspiring horrors which follow in quick suc-
cession at Udolpho. There are brawls and scenes of wild
revelry and debauch which startle and appall. Udolpho is
a veritable hall of terrors; its mysterious veiled por-
trait, the ghostly utterances which alarmed Montoni f s
companions, the incident of St. Elmo T s fire, and the
visitant of the battlements, make up a medley of hor-
rors which might well daunt the bravest heart. Thrill-
ing, too, are the experiences of Emily in her lonely
chamber near the haunted room.
Even after she escapes from this terrible castle,
where Madame Cheron dies, she is still pursued by the
demons of Mrs. Radcliffe' s imagination. The Chateau le
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Blanc has likewise a haunted suite of apartments, a
dreadful black pall lies upon a bed, there is a se-
cret passage, strange groans, and wild, weird music
is heard near this new abode.
Yet, for every one of the apparently super-
natural events in this story, there is a plausible
explanation, and each horrible or weird incident has
a matter of fact cause behind it in the best Rad-
cliffian manner. For instance, at Udolpho the
veiled portrait contains only a wax figure repre-
senting a worm eaten corpse, the ghostly utterances
prove to be du Pont, a prisoner, who has discovered
a secret passage, and he again is the mysterious visi
tant on the battlements. At Le Blanc the haunted
rooms, it is finally learned, are connected with a se
cret passage leading to a cave on the shore of the
Mediterranean where pirates hide their booty. It is
they who have made the noises and encouraged the be-
lief the chambers were haunted to protect themselves.
Also, the weird music heard near the Chateau proves t
be Sister ^gnes, a half crazed nun of St. Clare, who
is allowed to wander at night, playing and singing.
As one reader says, "The result is we become wary and
cautious."
(1) Birkhead (op. cit.) p. 51
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Mrs. Radcliffe, it would seem, is too consistent in
explaining away her horrors.
Caleb Williams (1794)
In this story by William Godwin there is a
marked difference from the Gothic romances dis-
cussed thus far. Godwin was deeply interested in
the rights of the individual, the evils of society
and was more or less in sympathy with the forces be-
neath the French Revolution.
One writer says of Godwin's greatest novel:
"The crimes and horrors which lend an element of ex-
ternal terror, making Caleb Williams captivatingly
frightful 1 to Mrs. Inchbald, are not in themselves
the end of the story - they are the effect of a strong
personality brought, either by force of external cir-
cumstances or by sane element of its own nature, into
conflict with its environment ... .Caleb ' s story, when
stripped of all the didactic reflections on the ad-
ministration of legal justice, on the system of land-
lords, the condition of prisons, - in short, of all the
passages in which Y/illiam Godwin, the serene and stodgy
minor prophet, pushes aside Caleb Williams, the hunted,
defiant, remorseful boy, - describes the conflict of
two persistent natures each driven by its ruling pas-
sion, the one by curiosity, the other by the worldly
i
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conception of honor." (1)
It is generally acknowledged that Caleb V/illiams
had a stronger influence on the novels of Charles
Brockden Brown than any other single Gothic story.
The story is as follows: Caleb Williams, born of hum-
ble parents, becomes the secretary of Mr. Falkland, a
country gentleman, much admired and respected for his
mind and manners. Caleb, a curious lad, soon begins to
wonder at Falkland's love of solitude and his almost
insane fits. In time Caleb learns that Falkland had
murdered a neighbor, Mr. Tyrrel, who had humiliated him
in public. Terrified by the fear of exposure, he had
allowed Hawkins, a poor farmer, and his son to be hanged
for the crime. Falkland now tells Caleb that he must
always remain his secretary, must always be subject to
his will as the price of his newly gained knowledge.
This Williams refuses to do and so he runs away. He is
followed and given a letter demanding he return and de-
fend his honor. This he does and finds Falkland has
secretly placed jewelry in his room. Caleb is accused
of theft and imprisoned. After much difficulty, he es-
capes but is trailed by Falkland's spies wherever he
goes. He is prevented from leaving the country and no
matter what disguise he assumes, Falkland's emissaries
(1) Loshe (op. cit.) pp. 34-35
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soon find him out, ruin his reputation and so force
him to move on to try his fortune elsewhere. Nothing
Caleb can say is of any avail for he is only accused
of adding lying to theft. Deprived of home, friends,
even a chance to earn a living, Caleb's life becomes
a nightmare. Worst of all those who follow him, is
the bully, Gines, a terrific being. How awful is his
omnipresence to the poor fellowt Finally, Caleb re-
turns and charges his former master with murder.
Falkland confesses, but dies before any trial can be
held. Now Williams lives in remorse at what he has
done •
This, then, is quite different from Mrs. Rad-
cliffe's or Walpole's type of G-othic romance. As
Loshe says: "Thereafter the interest of the tale is,
on the one hand, in the darkness of Falkland's mind,
blackened by guilt to an insanity of remorse, yet
still commanding and still noble, and, on the other,
in the slow torment of Caleb's life, the sense of be-
ing watched and followed, of the imminence of an inex-
orable power, the final animal instinct to turn on the
pursuer. In this combination of the sensational and
the analytic it is the wreck of the mind, and not the
shedding of blood, that gives the element of terror."
(1) Loshe (op. cit.) pp. 36-37
f
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The Monk (1795)
In The Monk by Matthew Gregory Lewis, the Gothic
novel reaches the extreme form. As Miss Birkhead says:
"Here, indeed, may those who will and dare sup full
with horrors. Lewis, in reckless abandonment, throws
to the winds all restraint, both moral and artistic ..."
Here is a brief resume of the plot. Ambrosio, the
abbot of the Capuchin monastery and a man of great purity
and power, is the idol of all Madrid. Once a week he
appears before the multitude and holds them spellbound
with his eloquence. He has no sin except that of vanity,
but for this the Devil marks him for his own.
A young boy in the monastery proves to be a girl
who is infatuated with him. Ambrosio finally succumbs
to her charms. In time, however, Ambrosio grows tired
of Matilda and longs for a beautiful girl named Antonia
who lives in the city. She is also beloved by Don
Lorenzo a Spanish cavalier. Matilda, although now ne-
glected, helps Ambrosio to gain his second desire
through her supernatural power. The monk then kills
Antonia T s mother, drugs the girl and carries her to the
vaults under the convent of St. Clare which adjoins the
monastery. Here he lusts with her but then grows
(1) Birkhead (op. cit.) p. 63
f
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strangely cold toward the girl.
Turning now to the other half of the story, one
learns that Lorenzo has a sister, Agnes, who is loved
by Don Raymond the Marquis de las Cisternas. He had
met her in Germany where she was visiting a relative,
Agnes has been pledged to the convent by her parents.
When she and Don Raymond try to elope, their plans
go awry and he finds the "bleeding nun" in his arms
instead of his Agnes. Many months later he locates
her in the convent of St. Clare where she is held by
the harsh domina. Don Raymond manages to visit her
in disguise and they finally sin. The domina learns
of this and determines to make an example of Agnes.
She is given a drug which makes her appear as dead;
then she is buried in the vaults. Some two days later,
when she recovers, she finds herself chained in yet
lower vaults where she has been left to die slowly,
receiving only bread and water each day. The domina
and only four of the sisters know of this. Agnes 1
child is born bu t soon dies. She, herself, is about
dead and so, of grief, is Raymond.
At last one of the sisters publicly accuses the
domina of murder. The infuriated mob kill the domina
and sack the convent. Agnes is found, is finally re-
stored to health and marries Raymond. At the same
time, while the mob is burning the convent, Antonia
tries to escape from Ambrosio but he kills her. He
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and Matilda are captured, and, to escape the torture,
sell themselves to the Devil, although it is later
learned that Matilda was an agent of Lucifer, Am-
brosio is hurled from the sky by Satan, Don Lorenzo
finally becomes reconciled to Antonia's death and
marries another.
Some of the most noticeable Gothic effects are
Lorenzo's dream of the monster that rushed between
him and Antonia, Matilda's traffic with evil spirits in
the vaults under St. Clare, the "bleeding nun" episode,
the legend of the "Wandering Jew" and above all, the
scene of horror where Agnes is chained in the subter-
ranean chamber with vermin everywhere, her rotting child
clasped to her breast.
Travels of St. Leon (1799)
Godwin, in his second novel, attempted A Tale of
the Sixteenth Century as he called it in a sub-citle.
It is the story of a man who is given the philosopher's
stone and the elixir vitae but who soon finds that al-
though he possesses inexhaustible wealth, and eternal
life, his unusual power is a curse to him.
St. Leon is a French nobleman with a beautiful,
talented wife, three daughters, and a son. He gambles
away his fortune and is forced to leave his ancestral
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estate. He settles with his family in Switzerland,
where, after a trying time, a measure of happiness is
obtained in a quiet, retired way.
Then comes the stranger who gives to St. Leon,
on dying, the remarkable secret which he must communi-
cate to no one. His newly acquired riches arouse sus-
picion. It is believed that he murdered the stranger
and took his fortune. Then come stories that he is in
league with the Devil. He tries in vain to assume his
old place as a French noble, but his former acquaint-
ances only wonder at his wealth. He spends several
periods of time in prison. Wherever he moves, people
soon hold him to be in league with evil spirits. His
son leaves him, his wife dies. He repurchases his old
estate in France, settles his daughters there, and then
pretends to be dead, but to no avail. One daughter
dies of a broken heart when her lover's father will not
permit them to marry. The other two daughters resign
themselves to spinsterhood
.
After various experiences, St. Leon determines to
go to Hungary and there relieve that suffering country
by the use of his unbounded wealth. He spends several
fortunes in this enterprise. At first he is hailed as
a savior, but soon the populace grow to hate him. He
is obliged to bribe a Turkish official to allow him to
continue. Then he forms a friendship with Bethlem
Gabor, a Hungarian noble, who, since his family was
t
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wiped out, hates all mankind. St. Leon soon finds
himself a prisoner in the dungeons of 01 of Gabor's
castles. The man he had thought his frie*i has come
to hate him because he is trying to do good.
From this predicament St. Leon is rescued by no
less a person than his long missing son who is now
thirty-two years of age. St. Leon, himself, now ap-
pears about ten years younger than this. His son does
not recognize him and they become close friends. Some
time later he unintentionally incurs his son's hatred by
appearing to be in love with the girl his son is planning
to marry. Charles, the son, challenges his father to
a duel and the story closes with the flight of poor St.
Leon.
Here, then, is a story which depends upon pseudo-
science for its supernatural effect. In this respect,
it is similar to some of C. 3. Brown's novels, as will
be shown later. For further Gothic effect there is St.
Leon's imprisonment in the dungeons of the Inquisition
and later in the vaults under Bethlem Gabor's castle.
Gabor has some similarity to Mrs. Radcliffe's villains.
"He is akin to Schedoni and his compeers in his love
of solitude, his independence of companionship, and his
superhuman aspect, but he is a figure who inspires awe
and pity as well as terror." (1)
(1) Birkhead (op. cit.) p. 114
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Finally, there is the stranger with the piercing eye,
familiar to readers of Gothic stories, who gives to
St, Leon the philosopher's stone and the elixir vitae. (1)
(1) Birkhead (op. cit.) p. 114
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Part II
Introduction
It is the purpose of the second part of this
thesis to discuss and examine the influence of the
English Gothic romance on the six novels of Charles
Brockden Brown, This is not an easy or obvious task
for Brown, himself, makes little or no mention of any
indebtedness to the Gothic school. It will be help-
ful to consider what students and critics of Brown
have had to say on this subject. The chief method
to use, however, is to examine Browns novels mi-
nutely, and discover anything that seems Gothic in
them. Where it is possible direct comparison will
be made with English romances.
Preliminary Discussion of Charles Brockden Brown
Brown is usually referred to as the first pro-
fessional man of letters in America. He was born in
Philadelphia in 1771 of Quaker parentage. He stud-
ied law for a time but soon gave it up in favor of
literature. Editing and writing for magazines in
Philadelphia and New York, but more important, the
publishing of six novels constitute the bulk of his
literary efferts. He died in 1810.
iI
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Wieland , the first of his romances, appeared in
1798, followed in 1799 by three more, - Ormond, Arthur
Mervyn , and Edgar Huntly . Clara Howard was published in
1801 and Jane Talbot in 1804, Since Brown's novels all
appeared between the years 1798 and 1804 it is apparent
that they might have been influenced by any of the
English Gothic novels, such as those examined in Part I,
published before 1800. The opinion of critics on this
subject will now be considered.
Brown ' s Indebtedness to the Gothic Romance
of Eighteenth Century England
Opinion of Critics
L. D. Loshe in The Early American Novel
According to Loshe, Brown's first three novels,
Wieland
,
Ormond , and Arthur Mervyn show directly the
influence of Caleb Willi ams . All these stories,
Loshe states, are concerned with men who have abnor-
mal power.
To quote: "Wieland , Brown's first published novel,
is, like Caleb Williams
,
autobiographical in form....
Like Caleb V.?illiams, and like most of Brown's other
personages, she/he narrator Clara Wielandjbegins by
(1) Loshe (op. cit.) p. 34
<
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lamenting the singularity of her fate."
Again speaking of Vvieland , Loshe says: "The story
is obviously of a more sensational type than Caleb
Williams - indeed the use of supernatural clap-trap is
a reminder at least of Mrs. Radcliffe - but the agency
itself is far different from her trap -doors and mechan-
ical devices. Instead of these Brown uses a natural,
but to him mysterious and awful, power, - that control
over the voice which he calls biloquialism, much as a
novelist of today might use hypnotism." ( 2 )
This critic then goes on to compare Ormond with
Godwin f s Falkland, "in the conception of his character,
in its mingling of benevolence and crime with some
strange superhuman force commanding reverence." ( 3 )
Also she finds res lance between Welbeck, the
villain in Arthur Mervyn
, ShC further points out that
the youthful Arthur is a "ploughboy philosopher" simi-
lar to Caleb. ^
Miss Loshe speaks of the best-known horror scenes
in Brown as being the descriptions of the yellow fever
plague as they appear in Ormond and in Arthur Mervyn .
Edgar Hunt ly she dismisses as a story that "can boast of
nothing more iniquitous than a murderous madman and, for
( 1 ) Lo she ( op . c i t . ) p . 37
(2) Ibid. p. 38
(3) Ibid. p. 41
(4) Ibid. p. 44
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the greater confusion of the reader, two sleep-
walkers."
Regarding Brown's last two novels this same
author says : "In contrast to all his other tales
these are entirely without bloodshed - not a single
murder adorns the pages of either book. Clara Howard
is entirely without a villain, and in Jane Talbot
there is only a poor meddling, little spinster villain-
ess. Brown seems to be escaping from the influence of
the tale of horror and indulging his natural bent to-
ward the analytical ." ^ in this connection it is in-
teresting to note that Miss Loshe believes that Brown
was always a realist by nature and a terrorist only by
fashion. ^
In conclusion, it may be pointed out that Miss
Loshe considers Brown a disciple of the Gothic school
as it was represented by Godwin's Caleb Williams »
E. Birkhead in The Tale of Terror
In her study of the Gothic romance, Miss Birkhead
devotes several pages to Brown. To quote: "Notwith-
standing his lofty scorn for 'Gothic castles and
(1) Loshe (op. cit.) p. 4 5
(2) Ibid. p. 50
(
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chimeras,* even Brown himself condescended to take
over from the despised I.Irs. Radcliffe the device of
introducing apparently supernatural occurrences which
are ultimately traced to natural causes. Like Mrs.
Radcliffe he is at the mercy of a conscience which
forbids him to thrust upon his readers spectres in
which he himself does not believe. He lacks Lewis*
reckless mendacity. In Wi eland mysterious voices are
heard at intervals by various members of the family.
To the hero, who has inherited a tendency to religious
fanaticism, they seem to be of divine origin, and when
a voice bids him sacrifice those who are dearest to
him, he obeys implicitly. He slays his wife and chil-
dren, and his sister only escap s death by accident.
is
After this catastrophe it
t
provei that the voices are
produced by a skilled ventriloquist, Carwin,..." ^
Miss Birkhead then speaks of the yellow fever
plague as described in Ormond and Arthur Mervyn . But
she refers to Edgar Huntly as "the most memorable of
Brown 1 s novels ... which bears an obvious resemblance
to Caleb vVill jams . Like Godwin, Brown is deeply in-
terested in morbid psychology. He finds pleasure in
tracing the workings of the brain in times of emotion-
1 2 )
al stress." K ' There follows a brief discussion of
Edgar Huntly .
(1) Birkhead (op. cit.) p. 198
(2) Ibid. p. 199
I
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Finally, in concluding her remarks on Brown, she
says: "An air of dreadful solemnity hangs heavily over
each story. Every being is in deadly earnest. Brown
has Godwin's power of hypnotising us by his serious
persistence and of reducing us to a mood of awestruck
gravity by the sonority of his pompous periods."
M. S. Vilas in Charles Brockden Brown: A
Study of Early American Fiction
Mr. Vilas states that in Brown's first four novels
one character stands out before the others as does
Falkland in Caleb Williams . Furthermore he believes
that "in Wieland in particular, there is an entirely
evident attempt not merely to follow the manner of plot
of Godwin, but to adopt his literary style. He en-
deavors by a few details, as in the description by
Wieland of his crime, in the yellow fever scenes of
Arthur Me rvyn and in the escape from the first panther
in Edgar Hunt ly t to impress the outlines upon the mind
after the exceedingly simply but intensely sublime ac-
tion of Caleb Williams ."^
(1) Birkhead (op. cit.) p. 200
(2) M. S. Vilas, Charles Brockden Brown : A Study of
Early American Fiction
, p. 49
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B . Wendell in A Literary History of America
Barrett Wendell states: "Were there no direct evi-
dence that Brockden Brown was consciously influenced by
Godwin, the fact might be inferred from the discussion
of marriage in the 'Dialogue of Alcuin' from which Dun-
lop gives copious extra cts ... .Brown ' s admiration of
Godwin might equally be inferred from the general char-
acter of his style; but for their historical relation
we have better authority still. While Dunlop insists
so strongly on Brown's individuality, he actually quotes
words of Brown's which assert that he deliberately made
Godwin his model: -
'What is the nature or merit of my performance?
When a mental comparison is made between this and the
mass of novels, I am inclined to be pleased with my own
production. But when the objects of comparison are
changed, and I resolve the transcendent merits of Caleb
Williams
.
my pleasure is diminished, and is preserved
from a total extinction only by the reflection that this
performance is the first.' " (1)
Mr. Wendell later speaks of the reality of the
sense of horror in Wieland and states that it can be
compared with the similar feeling in Lewis' Monk, in the
(1) Barrett Wendell, A Lit erary His tory of America
,
pp. 161-162
I
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Mysteries of Udolpho , or even in Caleb Williams .
Furthermore, the descriptions of the epidemic of yel-
low fever, he believes, are nearly as powerful as De-
foe's descriptions of the London plague. Finally,
the author contends that Brown's sense of horror is
much more genuine than that displayed by the English
writers.
D. G. Mitchell in American Lands and Letters
After remarking that this was a time when the
Castle of Otranto and Caleb Williams were popular,
the author proceeds to a discussion of Wieland and
Arthur Mervyn . He states that Brown has given a
"lurid color to the mysterious happenings of his
stories. The dark closets, the movable panels in the
wainscot, the trap doors, the strange noises - might
all grow out of the germ of the conspiration, and the
deathly peril of an unwitting listener." W This
last is spoken of because one of Brown's ancestors is
supposed to have plotted against the life of Charles II.
Mr. Mitchell speaks of Wie land as a gruesome story
in which a fanatical man slaughters his family all be-
ll) Wendell (op. cit. ) p. 163
(2) Ibid. p. 164
(3) Ibid. p. 167
(4) D. G. Mitchell, American Lands and Letters, p. 184
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cause of the ventriloquial tricks of a scoundrel, v '
The most horrific scene in Arthur Mervyn , he
states, is the description of the yellow fever plague.
The story with its "mesh of incidents - of escapes -
of assassination - of secret burials - of woe-begone
side-stories,... of lost parchments - stolen moneys -
secreted bank-notes - old blood traces - mysterious
whisperings at night - hollow-sounding pavements - sul-
(2^phurous odors -" might go on for many pages more. v '
J. Erskine in Leading American Novelists
"It was evident at once that heQjrowjJ belonged to
the so-called Gothic school, then the fashion in Europe.
Briefly, the mark of this school wis the representation
of horror and mystery such as might accumulate in the
legends of medieval castles. Supernatural appearances,
the expiation of crimes and the working out of curses,
were the substance of such tales...."
"Brockden Brown follows the rationalizing method
of Mrs. Radcliffe; at the end of the tale he explains
the mystery. He places no dependence upon age or
architecture for his effect; for it was his ambition to
(1) D. G. Mitchell, American Lands and Letters ,pp .185-186
(2) Ibid. pp. 189-190
(3) J. Erskine (op. cit.) p. 15
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writ© truly American stories, and he liked to set the
plot in his own state, or in the country he knew, and
in his own time. As a result he could make no use of
the trap-doors, the secret passages and hooting owls
with which the Gothic romance is usually furnished;
hut this loss was of no importance, as he depended for
his mystery upon more refined phenomena." (1) Mr.
Erskine then goes on to discuss the supernatural
voices in Wieland and the inadequacy of ventriloouism
as an explanation.
The author also points out the debt Brown owes to
Godwin, particularly in the creation of the admirable
villain, Ormond, modeled after Falkland in Caleb Wil-
liams . Arthur Mervyn too, he points out, is a close
imitation of Caleb Williams , Welbeck and Mervyn be-
ing comparable to Falkland and Williams. But the real
power of the book "is in its realistic account of the
yellow fever epidemic... Two passages will illustrate
Browns skill in horror - one, a sketch of a burying
party that echoes Defoe* s Journal of the Plague Year ;
the other, a Hogarth drawing of the fever hospital, un-
forgettably terrible." ( 4 )
(1) Erskine (op. cit.) p. 16
(2) Ibid. p. 23
(3) Ibid. p. 27
(4) Ibid. p. 29
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Taking up Brown's fourth novel, Edgar Huntly
,
Erskine speaks of the introduction of the Indian, but,
"the obsession which creates the mystery of the story
is here sleep-walking, .. ." (1)
Mr. Erskine admits the weakness of Brown's charac-
ters, the lack of a motive of even the villains, but ex-
plains: "The art of the Gothic romance at its best was
essentially mechanical and scenic - the art of the the-
atre. Stage, action, dialogue, character, were all re-
presented in the rough, as so many stimuli of the audi-
ence's imagination; if you lost yourself in the tin-
sel and glare, you saw truth before you, but if you
could not lose yourself, you saw only the tinsel and
the glare." ( 2 )
Finally, in speaking of Brown's last two novels,
this critic says: "His last two novels were occupied with
studies of feminine character, to the neglect of mascu-
line villains and horrors,..." ( 3 )
Summary of Critical Opinion
It is apparent then that the six critics con-
sidered on the preceding pages all acknowledge Brown
(1) Erskine (op. cit.) p. 32
(2) Ibid. p. 37
(3) Ibid. p. 40
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to have been in some measure an imitator of the
Gothic school. Most of them have particularly
stressed his indebtedness to Godwin »s Caleb Wil-
liams . Four speak of Mrs. Radcliffe. One mentions
Lewis* Monk and another The Castle of Otranto .
Other students of Brown might be quoted but the bur
den is much the same.
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Internal .tividence
It is now time to turn to a consideration of the
novels themselves to prove the point that Brown was
influenced by the Gothic viewpoint. These will be ex-
amined in the order of their publication.
17 leiand
Wieland; or, The Transformation , Brown's first
published novel, appeared in 1798. Before any attempt
is made to see wherein this story is Gothic, it will
be wise to give a resume of the plot.
Plot
A German, named Wieland, moves with his family to
America and settles on a farm just outside of Philadel-
phia. They are a cultured hard-working family and the
only unusual thing about them is that the father is a
religious fanatic. A short distance from the house, on
the top of a rock, he has built "what to a common eye
would have seemed a summerhouse , " but which in
reality is a temple where he twice a day repairs to
worship. As time passes the father becomes more melan-
choly and finally hints that his end is near. Then one
(1) Brown, Wieland . p. 31
v.
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night, at the hour of twelve, he hastens in great fear
to the rock, when, "suddenly it was illuminated. A light
proceeding from the edifice made every part of the scene
visible, a gleam diffused itself over the intermediate
space, and instantly a loud report, like the explosion
of a mine, followed. - (1) The family rush to the spot
and find the father dying, of what appears to be, the
result of spontaneous combustion.
The snock of this astounding happening soon causes
the death of the mother leaving the two children, a
brother and sister, alone in the world. Their life, how-
ever, is a tranquil one and they are reared by a maiden
aunt. In due time young Wieland marries Catharine Pleyel
and they settle in the old family homestead. Clara Wie-
land, the sister, now an educated young woman takes up
her residence a short distance from them. Frequently,
Henry Pleyel, the brother of Wieland* s wife, is a member
of the group. The four young people are very congenial
and delight in learned discussions. One of their favorite
meeting places is the former temple. In this calm, idyl-
lic fashion, six years of happiness pass.
Then, rather suddenly, a man named Carwin makes his
appearance, and, because Pleyel has known him in Europe,
(1) Brown, v/ieland , p. 35
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he is allowed frequently to join their discussions.
Carwin is rather uncouth in appearance, but his know-
ledge is extensive and he possesses a most musical
voice
.
Now strange things begin to happen. On one oc-
casion Wieland is on his way to the temple when he hears
his wife's voice warning him of danger in his path. In
perplexity he returns to the house only to find his
wife has never left the room where she was sitting. On
another occasion, while sitting in the temple, Fleyel
hears his sister's voice telling him to give up a pro-
posed trip to JSurope as the fe-irl he is to marry there is
dead. Yet again, Clara, who it will be recalled lives
alone, hears, in the dead of the night, two people in
her closet plotting her murder. She rushes forth and
does not pause until she falls senseless on her brother's
threshold. Then, to add to the horror, a shrilling voice
cries, "Awake I arise I ... h-.sten to succour one that is
dying at your doorf
Some time later a voice warns Clara that she must
no longer seek her favorite retreat on the river-bank on
pain of death. Furthermore, in a dream, her brother
seems to be trying to lead her to destruction. On another
night in spite of a loud and piercing cry Clara opens her
(1) Brown, Wieland . p. 76
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clo. et door and Carv/in walks forth.
As If all this were not enough, the mysterious
voices ] e"suade Fleyel, now in love with Clara, that
she is noi worthy of his love. He plans to leave for
Germany, although Clara does her best to make him
stay.
But now, worst of all, it seems the mysterious
voice has also been working on Wieland corimanding him
to kill his wife and children. He, evidently inherit-
ing some of his father's religious mania, thinks the
voice is a divine command and slaughters his whole fam-
ily. He is arrested and imprisoned as a lunatic. Some-
time later he escapes, pla ning to complete the sacri-
fice by killing his sister, Clara. He is only pre-
vented from doing this by Carwin who assumes the voice
in order to dissuade him. Wieland now realizes his
awful mistake and stabs himself. Carwin disappears.
In due time Clara becomes the wife of Fleyel.
It becomes evident, then, that Carv/in has been the
author of the voices having that power which Brown calls
biloquialism or as it is called today, ventriloquism.
The whole story is told by Clara Wieland to a friend
some tii. :e after the events occurred.
((
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Evidences of Gothic Influence
Here, then, is a story which, although it does
not have a medieval setting, is definitely Gothic in
many respects. It will be remembered that the chief
motive of a Gothic scene is to excite the emotions of
wonder and terror. What scenes of that nature are
there in V/i eland? The following may be selected:
(1) The spontaneous combustion of the elder
V/i el and
(2) The voice, apparently that of his wife, that
Wieland hears on his way to the temple
(3) The voice that Pleyel hears while sitting in
the temple
(4) The voices that drive Clara forth from her
chamber plotting her murder and the voice that
arouses her brother to her aid
(5) The dream of Clara in which her brother appears
to be leading her to destruction and the voice
that warns her from the river-bank retreat
(6) The discovery of Carwin in her closet
(7) Wieland* s description of the murder of his wife
(8) The scene in which he tries to murder Clara
It will be noted then that all of these scenes,
save the first, center about or are due to ventriloquism.
<
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It will also be noted that in explaining that the re-
markable scenes in the book are due to spontaneous com-
bustion end ventrilocuism, Brown is making use of
pseudo-science to account for apparently supernatural
events. In this respect he reminds one of the use
Godwin makes of the pseudo-scientific in St. Leon . Also
he reminds one of Mrs. Radcliffe in his feeling that he
must account logically for the apparently supernatural
incidents.
Now, although Brown's explanation of the causes of
the various mysterious scenes is admittedly weak, still
the horror of them is real enough. And certainly Wie-
land in his fit of ever-increasing madness is an awful
figure.
The effectiveness of quoted passages, apart from
the story itself, is doubtful, but, nevertheless, it
might be helpful to quote by way of illustration. First,
the scene where Clara discovers Carwin hidden in her
closet. It is close to midnight and she is alone in the
house save for a servant girl. Once before she has
heard voices near her chamber threatening to kill her.
On this occasion she determines to read a manuscript con-
taining memoirs of her father's life. Note the similarity
to the scene in The Romance of the Forest where Adeline
reads her father's manuscript.
(
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"To do this, it was requisite to procure a light.
The girl had lonr since retired to her chamber: it was
therefore proper to wait upon myself. A lamp, and the
means of lighting it, were only to be found in the kit-
chen. Thither I resolved forthwith- to repair; but the
light was of use merely to enable me to read the book.
I knew the shelf and the spot where it stood. Whether
I took down the book, or prepared the lamp in the first
place, appeared to be a matter of no moment. The lat-
ter was preferred, and leaving my seat, I approached
the closet in which, as I mentioned formerly, my books
and papers were deposited.
"Suddenly the remembrance of what had lately passed
in this closet occurred. ?/hether midnight was approach-
ing, or had passed, I knew not. I was, as then, alone
and defenceless. The wind was in that direction in
which, aided by a deathlike repose of nature, it brought
to me the murmur of the waterfall. This was mingled with
that solemn and enchanting sound which a breeze produces
among the leaves of pines. The words of that mysterious
dialogue, their fearful import, and the wild excess to
wnich I was transported by my terrors, filled my imagina-
tion anew. My step faltered, and I stood a moment to
recover myself.
»
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"I prevailed on myself at length to move towards
the closet. I touched the lock, but my fingers were
powerless; I was visited afresh by unconquerable ap-
prehensions. A sort of belief darted into my mind
that some being was concealed within wnose purposes
were evil. I began to contend with those fears, when
it occurred to me that I might, without impropriety,
go for a lamp previously to opening the closet. I
receded a few steps; but before I reached the cham-
ber door my thoughts took a new direction. Motion
seemed to produce a mechanical influence upon me. I
was ashamed of my weakness. Besides, what aid could
be afforded me by a lamp?
"My fears had pictured to themselves no precise
object. It would be difficult to depict in words the
ingredients and hues of that phantom which haunted me.
A hand invisible and of preternatural strength, lifted
by human passions, and selecting my life for its aim,
were parts of the terrific image. All places were
alike accessible to this foe; or, if his empire were
restricted by local bounds, those bounds were utterly
inscrutable by me. But had I not been told, by some
one in league with this enemy, that every place but
the recess in the bank was exempt from danger?
"I returned to the closet, and once more put my
hand upon the lock. Oh, may my ears lose their sen-
sibility ere they again be assailed by a shriek so
terrible I Not merely my understanding was subdued by
V<
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the sound; it acted on my nerves like an edge of
steel. It appeared to cut assunder the fibres of
my brain and rack every joint with agony."
Here is the heroine in a midnight scene of mys-
tery and suspense that does not need a castle to make
it vivid. There is no castle but there is the late
hour, the solitude, the wind, the lamp, the manu-
script, and the closet with mystery lurking within.
Or again, the scene of horror where Wielanci in
a fanatic frenzy murders his wife. This is his ac-
count of it as he tells it to the court:
W I raised my head and regarded her with stead-
fast looks. I muttered something about death, and
the injunctions of my duty. At these words she shrunk
back, and looked at me with a new expression of an-
guish. After a pause, she clasped her hands and ex-
cla imed
:
n *0 Wielandl Wielandl God grant that I am mis-
taken; but surely something is wrong. I see it; it
is too plain; thou art undone, - lost to me and to
thyself.* At the same time, she gazed on my features
with intensest anxiety, in hooe that different symp-
toms would take place. I replied with vehemence, -
(1) Brown, Wieland , pp. 98-100
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Undone 1 No; my duty is known, and I thank my God
that my cowardice is now vanquished, and I have power
to fulfil it. Catherinel I pity the weakness of
nature; I pity thee, but must not spare. Thy life is
claimed from my hands. Thou must diet'
"Fear was now added to her grief. 'What mean you?
Why talk you of death? Bethink yourself, Wieland; he-
think yourself, and this fit will pass. why came I
hithert Why did you drag me hither? 1
" 'I brought thee hither to fulfil a divine com-
mand. I am appointed thy destroyer, and destroy thee
I must.* Saying this I seized her wrists. She
shrieked aloud, and endeavored to free herself from
my grasp; but her efforts were vain.
" 'Surely, surely, Wieland, thou dost not mean it.
Am I not thy wife? And wouldst thou kill me? Thou
wilt not; and yet - I see - thou art Wieland no long-
er! A fury resistless and horrible possesses thee I -
spare me - spare - help - help -*
"Till her breath was stopped she shrieked for help,
- for mercy. When she could speak no longer, her ges-
tures, her looks appealed to my compassion. My ac-
cursed hand was irresolute and tremulous. I meant thy
death to be sudden, thy struggles to be brief. Alasl
my heart was infirm; my resolves mutable. Thrice I
e
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slackened my grasp, and life kept its hold, though in
the midst of pan^s. Her eyeballs started from their
sockets. Grimness and distortion took place of all
that used to bewitch me into transport, and subdue me
into reverence,
W I was commissioned to kill thee, but not to tor-
ment thee with the foresight of thy death; not to
multiply thy fears and prolong thy agonies. Haggard,
and pale, and lifeless, at length thou ceasedst to con-
tend with thy destiny.
nThis was a moment of triumph. Thus I had suc-
cessfully subdued the stubbornness of human passions;
the victim which had been demanded was given; the deed
was done past recall....
"From these thoughts I was recalled by a ray that
was shot into the room. A voice spake like that I had
heard before, - 'Thou hast done wellj but all is not
done, - the sacrifice is incomplete, - thy children
must be offered, - they must perish with their mother.
As Mr. Vilas says of this scene: w In Wieland's de-
scription of the destruction of his wife, so dear to him,
there is an intensity of the terrible equal to some of
the best passages of the kind in any language known to
me." ( 2 )
(1) Brown, Wieland, pp. 181-183
(2) Vilas (op. cit.) p. 23
i
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Two, then, of the eight scenes picked out as
Gothic have been quoted at some length. The others
also, if examined, would be found to contain similar
elements of terror and wonder, as they are very much
like those cited.
Besides certain scenes in the story, one can
also recognize Gothic traits in the characters. Their
habit of solitude may be mentioned as one. To quote
Erskine: "The loneliness in this book is not re-
served for Carwin; all the characters, in different
ways, share in it. The older Wieland is set apart from
society by his religious mania; Clara Wieland, who
tells the family tragedy, by those awful experiences
is made peculiar - reserved, as she says, for a destiny
without alleviation and without example; and her
brother, of course, is completely isolated by his awful
fate. « (1) In fact the central theme of the novel might
be said to be a study of the progress of Wieland*
s
insanity.
The characters, then, are as unreal as unusual,
as is common with Gothic types. Their ability to suf-
fer, to withstand the horror of their situation is
truly marvelous. They are all, in typical fashion,
(1) Erskine (op. cit.)pp. 19-20
(2) Ibid. p. 20
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destined to a life of tragedy. The older Wieland
meets his fate early in the story; his son goes
slowly mad and finally slaughters his family; Clara's
life is distorted by the ruin about her; even Carwin
wonders in dazed fashion at the havoc he has caused,
why, he does not know. Here is confusion and horror
enough, more intense, perhaps, than the English Gothic
ever realized.
One might say with Vilas: "We are continually
wishing that the characters had something to do, that
they had less time for 'musing,* for •contemplation 1 of
•thoughts ominous and dreary. * We wish they would do
something as we would do, were we in their places, but
this they never attempt, even though their lives de-
pend upon it." (1)
As was pointed out in the section of this thesis
devoted to critical opinion, Wieland owes much to Caleb
jgilliams . Both use the narrative device of autobiogra-
phy; both main characters begin their tale by lament-
ing their fate; both stories discard the medieval set-
ting; both novels have a central idea or moral. As
Mr. Vilas says: "Godwin wrote his story to show forth
the evils of the social system in England, how utterly
impossible it was for the poor to contend for justice
(1) Vilas (op. cit.) p. 25
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against the rich or noble and to illustrate how the
remnants of the spirit of chivalry in England might
affect a mind morbidly sensitive to the dictates of
honor. In Wieland we have the ill effects that
might arise from the use of ventriloquism and a dem-
onstration of the advisability of keeping one's mind
clear of fanciful theories. In both there is a con-
ception of a grim destiny that pursues and overhangs
its object as relentlessly as the night follows day.
The victims of this destiny have forebodings of im-
pending doom and are gloomy. They writhe and strug-
gle, but there is no escape."
To sum up then, it can be said that Wieland has
at least eight scenes, which, because of the terror
they arouse, can be said to be Gothic. Two of these
have been given at some length. It has also been not-
ed that in many respects Wieland is similar to Caleb
Williams and that Brown uses Mrs. Radcliffe*s ration-
alized method to explain what have seemed to be supernat-
ural phenomena. Furthermore, in his explanations he
draws upon pseudo-science as did Godwin in St. Leon and
Lewis in The Monk . Brown also in Wieland makes liberal
use of night scenes with a solitary, very imaginative
heroine, a manuscript, tae wind, and the mysterious
(1) Vilas (op. cit.) p. 19
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closet in the best Gothic manner. There is also the
villain, Carwin, who remotely resembles the English
Gothic villain. It is true, Brown does not place as
much emphasis upon setting as most of the Gothic
school do, but still "given the hero*s character with
its tragic propensities, and the inexplicable ventril-
oquist, there is no need of a particular setting. The
environment in Brown 1 s novels habitually takes what
color it has from the temper of the story." ^
Ormond
Ormond; or, The Secret Witnc ss is Brown* s second
attempt at writing a novel and appeared in that most
prolific year, 1799. The story is told by Sophia
Courtland, a friend of the heroine.
Plot
Stephen Dudley, the son of an apothecary in New
York, is educated to the profession of a painter. For
this end he travels widely in Europe finally returning
home bringing with him a bride. On the death of his
father, Stephen, to support himself, is obliged to for-
get his painting and pursue his father's trade. The
(1) Erskine (op. cit.) p. 16
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business prospers and in due time Dudley takes a
promising young man as an apprentice and later makes
him a partner. Craig, that is the name of this wor-
thy young fellow, represents himself as an Englishman
and carri s on a punctual correspondence with his fam-
ily. All goes well for a time and then, suddenly, just
as Mr. Dudley is beginning to suspect something, Craig
disappears. In a large chest in Craig's room is found
evidence to show that he is a villain and an imposter.
All his correspondence has been false, but much worse,
it is found that he has so embezzled the stock and em-
ployed the credit of the firm, that Mr. Dudley is now
a ruined man. Thus Craig repays his benefactor.
Mr. Dudley with his only daughter, Constant ia, his
wife, and a servant girl, remove from New York to Phil-
adelphia where he obtains work as a writer in a public
office. As if the loss of his business were not enough,
his wife now dies and a short time later Mr. Dudley
becomes totally blind. Hopeless poverty now faces them,
and, as their resources dwindle, their condition be-
comes slowly more destitute. Constantia earns what she
can with the needle but it is a mere pittance.
But even now fate is not through with this unfor-
tunate family. A plague of yellow fever strikes the
city with ghastly results. Fortunately for Constantia
and her father, by subsisting on a diet of Indian meal
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and water, they escape any fatal consequences of the
disease
•
Due to the fact that so many people have left the
city, Constantia is now able to obtain very little
sewing. Their condition is a desperate one. As a last
resort, Constantia goes to seek aid from a Mr, Mel-
bourne, a merchant whom her father had been acquainted
with in his more affluent days. On her return home she
catches sight of Craig and traces him to the home of a
Mr. Ormond. There she obtains some money from him
which later proves to be forged. However, Mr. Ormond, a
wealthy, mysterious person, with vast schemes for polit-
ical and social improvement, becomes interested in Con-
stantia. He secretly aids the family, even having a
skilled European eye specialist restore Mr. Dudley*
s
sight.
In spite of the fact that Ormond is apparently in
love with Constantia, he is strongly opposed to marriage.
He also has revolutionary ideas about religion. Con-
stantia soon learns that he has a mistress, Helena Cleves,
whom he is maintaining in an elaborate establishment.
Helena is beautiful and talented but does not possess the
intellectual power Ormond expects in a wife. In fact, he
had about decided women lacked this power until he met
Constantia. Because of Ormonde growing indifference to
I
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her, Helena now kills herself, willing her possession-
to Constantia who has befriended her. The danger of
poverty now no longer exists. By a stranpe twist of
chance, among other things left Constantia by Helena,
is a country estate which had formerly belonged to Mr.
Dudley in more prosperous times. Also Helen's city
home is now Constantia f s and there she and her father
mo ve.
This is all very agreeable to Ormond who continues
his inter st in Constantia, but his original intention
to really marry her is weakening rapidly. Now, Con-
stantia and her father plan to set sail for Europe.
On the very morning of their departure, her father is
found murdered in his bed.
Now Sophia, the narrator, appears on the scene.
After Constantia has sufficiently recovered from the
s.iock of her father* s death, the two friends plan to
leave for England. Ormond warns Constantia of impend-
ing danger if she tries to leave America. Sophia then
goes on to New York to make ready and Constantia plans
to spend a few days on the country esta.e in New Jersey.
There Ormond comes at night to force her to his will.
He also presents to her the corpse of Craig whom he had
hired to kill Mr. Dudley. In the struggle that follows,
Constantia kills Ormond. The story closes with Con-
stantia and her friend Sophia on their way to Europe.
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Evidences of Gothi c Influence
The similarity between Ormond and Falkland is at
once apparent. Both are wealthy, with intentions orig-
inally good, but both are brought to evil, one by a
warped view of love and the other by pride. Ormond aids
Constant ia and her father to a considerable degree, but
then tries to destroy them when his will is thwarted.
Falkland confers great benefit on Caleb but then ruins
his life. The rather dark and awful power that both
Ormond and Falkland possess is readily noticeable.
Falkland seems to be omniscient as he pursues poor Caleb;
Ormond seems to be both omniscient and omnipresent as he
pursues Constantia.
Here again, it might be pointed out now, Brown has
a logical and reasonable explanation for Ormond 's tre-
mendous knowledge of Constantia 1 s affairs. First of all,
he is very adept at assuming disguises, one of his favor-
ite being that of a poor chimney-sweep. By this means he
goes everywhere. Second, it will be recalled, Constantia
had removed to the house of the dead Helena. Here,
Ormond had a hidden door which opened into the closet of
Mr. Dudley* s room. Through this door Craig came and went
in his murder of Constantia* s father. Furthermore, this
door served as a good entrance for Ormond, himself, by
which he might listen to the conversations of Constantia
and Sophia and thus overhear their most intimate confid-
ings. So much for Ormond' s remarkable knowledge.
I
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What scones in this book can be called Gothic?
The following are selected:
(1) In the opening chapter the forgeries of
Craig and his mysterious chest
(2) All of the horror scenes during the yellow
fever plague
(3) The scene in which Orraond discovers the
dead Helena
(4) The mysterious death of Mr. Dudley
(5) Ormond»s warning of Gonstantia that one
more disaster awaits her
(6) The meeting of Ormond and Constantia at
the lonely country estate
To discuss these in more detail: In the first
chapter, Craig has something of the Gothic about him.
He is, first of all, an unassuming, innocent appearing
young man, yet he is an accomplished villain all the
same. The very fact that he is so artful with the pen
might be considered a Gothic detail. By this means he
can imitate the handwriting of any one and this lends a
mysterious power to him that arouses the wonder of the
reader. Also, the chest in his room which contains his
papers, and of which no one else knows the contents until
his hurried Departure, has something reminiscent of the
chests and trunks in English Gothic romance. For in-
stance there is a chest in The Romance of the Forest in
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which the bones of the heroine's murdered father are
hidden and in Caleb Williams, Falkland has a chest
which greatly excites the curious Caleb.
The descriptions of the disastrous effects of the
yellow fever plague in the early part of the story, al-
though realistic enough, may be considered a Gothic
effort, for their chief purpose seems to be to arouse
terror. These will be discussed more at length in
Arthur Mervyn
.
where similar scenes are given at
greater length.
The discovery of the dead Helena by Ormond, although
brief, may be accounted Gothic. As Ormond approaches
her door, the reader is apprehensive as to the discovery
he is to make. And the picture of the dead Helena is a
rueful spectacle.
The mysterious death of Mr. Dudley is certainly
Gothic. The secret door leading into the closet, by
which the murderer enters, is familiar enough. This
touch of mystery reminds one of the secret doors and
passages in Mrs. Radcliffe's castles and abbeys.
Again, when Ormond warns Constantia of the evil
that awaits her, one is -reminded of similar portents
of evil in English Gothic romances. To quote from this
passage:
wHere Ormond fixed more significant eyes upon her.
'Poor Constantial* he continued. •Shall I warn thee of
the danger that awaits thee? For what end? To elude
it is impossible. It will come, and thou, perhaps, wilt
\
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bo unhappy. Foresight that enables not to shun, only
precreates, the evil.
n f Come it will. Though future, it knows not the
empire of contingency. An inexorable and immutable de-
cree enjoins it. Perhaps it is thy nature to meet with
calmness what cannot be shunned. Perhaps, when it is
past, thy reason will perceive its irrevocable nature,
and restore thee to peace....* w t 1 ) So Ormond goes on
at some length. This is at least reminiscent of a scene
in The Monk where a gypsy girl warns Antonia of future
harm.
Perhaps the most effective scene of mystery and
terror in Ormond is near the close of the story. Before
leaving for England with Sophia, Constantia has gone to
spend a few days at her country estate. This is a
lonely and isolated spot with no one near save a German
and his family who manage the farm connected with the
mansion. On this particular occasion it is evening and
Constantia is alone on the second floor of the mansion
doing some writing. Suddenly she sees a man on horse-
back approaching. He stops at the house and then dis-
appears from view but not before Constantia has recog-
nized Ormond. All the doors that enter the house are
(1) Brown, Ormond , p, 251
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locked, save the front door directly beneath Con-
stantia f s window. No one enters by this door, how-
ever. She now det -rmines to light a lamp, but be-
fore she can do so someone enters the next apartment.
Sounds continue, but nothing of which Constant ia can
form a distinct conception. Presently these sounds
cease. Fear seizes her, but controlling herself she
finally succeeds in lighting a lamp. Still no sound
is heard save the whistling of the wind without. Con-
stant ia determines to get to the farmhouse as speed-
ily as possib le •
"The closet had but one door, and this led into
the chamber where the sounds had arisen. Through this
chamber, therefore, she was obliged to pass, in order
to reach the staircase, which terminated in the hall
below.
"Bearing the light in her left hand, she withdrew
the bolt of the door and opened. In spite of courageous
efforts, she opened with unwillingness, and shuddered
to throw a glance forward or advance a step into the
room. This was not needed, to reveal to her the cause
of her late disturbance. Her eye instantly lighted on
the body of a man, supine, motionless, stretched on the
floor, close to the door through which she was about to
pass • • •
•
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nShe stopped over the breathless corpse, and hur-
ried to the staircase. It became her to maintain the
command of her muscles and joints, and to proceed with-
out faltering or hesitation. Scarcely had she reached
the entrance of the hall, when, casting anxious looks
forward, she beheld a human figure. No scrutiny was
requisite to inform her that this was Ormond.
"She stopped. He approached her with looks and
gestures placid but solemn. There was nothing in his
countenance rugged or malignant. On the contrary,
there were tokens of compassion.
n
'So, 1 said he, 'I expected to meet you. A light,
gleaming from the window, marked you out. This and
Laffert's directions have guided me .
w
'What,* said Constantia, with discomposure in her
accent, 'was your motive for seeking me?'
n
'Have you forgotten,' said Ormond, 'what passed
at our last interview'. The evil that I then predicted
is at hand.' n (1) Then follows a scene of terror in
which Ormond, keeping things mysterious to the end, plans
to assault Constantia. All is ended by her desperate
struggle and the unexpected death of Ormond by her hand.
What ingredients of the Gothic are herel A lonely
house, night, a howling wind, and a helpless maiden,
(1) Brown, Ormond , pp. 265-266
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furnish an excellent beginning. Then enter the rather
sinister and all-powerful villain and nothing further
is needed. This scene is similar, in many respects, to
those which involve Emily and Montoni in The Mysteries
of Udolpho or those between Antonia and Ambrosio in
The Monk . Ormond may not be quite the fiend that Am-
brosio had become, but they are alike in many respects.
Here, then, is the second novel of Brown's which
shows the Gothic influence. Here again, although there
are many passages that remind one of Mrs. Radcliffe,
Lewis, and others, the predominant effect is a reminder
of Caleb Williams
,
especially when Ormond and Falkland
are compared. Moreover, as has been previously cited,
Brown makes use of such familiar Gothic paraphernalia,
as a secret door, mysterious murder, tempestuous weather,
a lonely mansion, and strange sounds. The descriptions
of the yellow fever plague, possibly, as Miss Loshe says,
were "to call forth benevolence to the aid of disease and
poverty" (1) but, as she also states, on the modern read-
er their chief effect is one of terror.
Here, too, one can recognize that some of the char-
acters have Gothic propensities. Ormond* s similarity to
Falkland has already been pointed out and Craig has been
spoken of as an accomplished villain. Indeed, although
(1) Loshe (op. cit.) p. 50
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bland and innocent appearing, he has as strong an
urge to deception and villany as a Montoni or an Am-
brosio. But, in addition to these two, there are
others that are familiar as Gothic characters. Con-
stantia reminds one of Mrs. Radcliffe's heroines in
her ability to suffer in passive fashion. Although
she is beautiful and good, she must face the relent-
less pursuit of the villain just as Adeline does in
The Romance of the Forest. Helena and even Mr. Dud-
ley are also Gothic characters because of the cruel
fate that overshadows them.
Arthur Mervyn
Brown's third novel, Arthur Mervyn ; or, Memoirs
of the Year 1793 , also appeared in 1799. It is by far
the longest of the novels being published in two vol-
umes. At the same time this is the most poorly con-
structed of his stories and many writers suggest that
a considerable improvement would have been made had
the second volume never been written. It should be
noted that this story n is the closest imitation Brown
made of Caleb Williams. n
(1) Erskine (op. cit.) p. 27
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Plot
Arthur Mervyn, a country youth, comes to Phila-
delphia to seek his fortune. His father's second
marriage to a coarse servant girl is the chief reason
why Mervyn leaves home. An epidemic of yellow fever
is raging at this time and the boy soon catches the
disease. He is cared for by a physician and his wife
until his recovery. To them he tells his story which
forms a good part of the rest of the book. This is
his tale:
Mervyn *s money, it seems, was exhausted before
he reached the city and so he hp d gone to an inn and
seated himself in the common room. There a stranger,
much to his surprise, bought him his supper and then
invited him to his home. Mervyn was shown to a room
on the third floor and then his "friend" suddenly left,
locking the door as he went. Soon a married couple
entered the room and Mervyn just had time to hide in
a closet. What now was his embarrassment! After many
anxious moments, the man and his wife retired and
Mervyn managed to make his escape under the cover of
darkness
.
The next day he asked aid of a gentleman on the
street. This man took him to his home and gave him a
position as secretary. Welbeck, his employer, lived in
a splendid mansion and was apparently a very wealthy man.
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Welbeck, Mervyn, and a young woman (Mervyn could not
determine whether she was Welbeck* s wife or daughter)
formed the household.
Mervyn 1 s duties were very light and he soon became
curious about his employer. His distrust increased and
then one night he heard a stunning report. Rushing to
the scene of the noise, Mervyn found Welbeck seated in
a chair with the man he had just murdered lying on the
floor before him. Welbeck now confessed that he was a
criminal, that he had com itted forgery and had killed
the man who was about to expose him. Furthermore, he
told Mervyn that the girl in the house was neither his
wife nor his daughter, but a mistress whose fortune he
had stolen without her knowledge.
Aided by Mervyn, Welbeck buried the body of the
murdered man in the cellar of the house. Welbeck then
asked Mervyn to row him across the river to the Jersey
shore. During the crossing, Welbeck plunged overboard
and was apparently drowned.
Mervyn then left the city and secured a position
as day-labourer on a farm. Here an attachment soon
sprang up between Mervyn and the farmer's youngest
daughter. The oldest daughter's lover was employed in
the city and since the yellow fever plague had broken
out nothing had been heard of him. Mervyn, therefore,
volunteered to go in search of him. He arrived in Phil-
adelphia at the very height of the disease and experi-
enced many horrible adventures in his search. At length
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his efforts were rewarded and he found the missing
young man with every mark of the disease upon him.
What was his surprise, moreover, to discover that this
man was the same who had played such a trick upon him
on his first arrival in the city.
After some delay, the two set out to return to
the farm. However, Wallace, the practical joker, was
too weak to walk far and so Mervyn hailed a passing
carriage which took Wallace in, but had no room for
Mervyn. He struggled along a short distance and then
felt, suddenly, so weak and sick that he could proceed
no farther. Looking about he discovered he was near
the house where Welbeck had lived, and determined to
go there until he felt able to go on.
He had not rested long when sounds apprised him
that he was not alone in the house, and who should ap-
pear but - Welbeck. It was now learned by Mervyn that
Welbeck could so control his voice as to counterfeit
that of another. Welbeck had returned to the house
to secure a volume in which was hidden a large sum of
money, but this book Mervyn already had in his possession.
Mervyn told him of this and Welbeck demanded the money
for he said it was for red. Upon learning this, Mervyn
burned the notes during Welbeck 1 s temporary absence.
When the latter returned and found what had happened, he
was in a rage for the money had been genuine. Just then
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sounds were heard outside and Mervyn rushed to the
third floor where he remembered a trap-door opened in
the ceiling. Here he hid for a short time and while
there, the faint light revealed enough "to set me
afloat on a sea of new wonders and subject my forti-
tude to a new test. - ** (1) From there he soon es-
caped and wandered into the city in a dazed condition
where he was discovered by the doctor, as previously
mentioned. Thus ends volume one.
Volume two can be summarized briefly, as a large
part of it covers the same ground as does the first
volume. The doctor, much interested in Mervyn and his
story, resolves to help him as much as possible. A
short while later Welbeck is discovered dying in a
debtor* s prison and Mervyn also finds Mile. Lodi, the
heiress, whom 7/elbeck had made his mistress, in a house
of ill-fame. From this place he rescues the girl and
delivers her into the care of a Mrs. Wentworth. It is
through Mrs. Wentworth that Mervyn soon meets Mrs. Field-
ing, a wealthy widow, whom he eventually marries, instead
of the young farm girl, Eliza Hadwin, with whom he has
been so long friendly. Thus the long rambling story
finally ends. If thi s w-re a study of Brown* s style of
writing, a good deal might be said about his hopeless
lack of constructive power, in this instance at least.
(1) Brown, Arthur Me rvyn . Vol. I, p. 201
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Evidcnc es of Go th ic Influence
In Arthur Mervyn the following scenes may be
picked out as showing Gothic characteristics:
(1) The burial of Watson by Welbeck and Mervyn
(2) All scenes descriptive of the yellow fever
plague
(3) Welbeck 1 s ability at imitating the voice of
another and the trap-door episode
(4) Mervyn* s dream
The first of these scenes is certainly Gothic
enough. It will be recalled that one night Mervyn,
while acting as secretary to Welbeck, heard a pistol
report and found that Welbeck had killed a man. Wel-
beck then broke down and confessed everything, main-
taining, however, that he had killed this man in a sort
of duel. He then urged Mervyn to help him dispose of
the body.
In silence the two wrapped the dead Watson in a
carpet and carried him to the head of the cellar stairs.
Here Welbeck ordered Mervyn to fetch a li t~ht. This the
latter went to do thinking that Welbeck meant to use this
opportunity to escape. When Mervyn returned, however,
he found Welbeck waiting.
The vaults underneath the mansion were lofty and
spacious, and they passed through many before Welbeck
finally came to a stop. He then cast the corpse on the
fl'
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ground which disclosed the face of the dead man, all
the more horrible in the feeble light of the candle .
As Mervyn gazed upon the ghastly, sunken face, he sud-
denly thought he saw the eyes of the dead man open and
gaze about for a moment before they closed again.
Just then Welbeck seized the only candle and
started off, saying he meant to get a spade. Thus
Mervyn was left alone in darkness with the corpse and
certain this time that Welbeck would never return. In
vain the poor boy tried to find his way out of this
place of terror, but only succeeded in stunning himself
by running into the wall. After many moments of anguish
Mervyn was atonished to perceive Welbeck returning.
Mervyn was now a strange sight himself, being all
covered with blood from the cut in his head. Welbeck,
however, did not pay much attention to this and the
body of Watson was soon buried. Welbeck, closely fol-
lowed by Mervyn, then hastily left the spot and remounted
the stairs to the floor above.
Here, then, is a scene done in the best Gothic man-
ner. Endless vault s , a corpse that still seems to have
life, the darkness of night, and only the feeble light
of one candle to mitigate the gloom. To add to all this,
there is the solemnity of the scene and the vivid imag-
inings of young Mervyn. It is an episode that would not
be out of place in The Monk or in one of Mrs. Radcliffe f s
romances
•
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Passages of horror descriptive of th« yellow fever
are scattered all through the story. Here is a view of
the fever hospital, unforgettably terrible:
n I lay upon a mattress, whose condition proved
that a half decayed corpse had recently been dragged
from it. The room was large, but it was covered with
beds like my own. Between each, there was scarcely the
interval of three feet. Each sustained a wretch, whose
groans and distortions bespoke the desperatene ss of his
conditi on
.
"The atmosphere was loaded with mortal stenches.
A vapor, sufrocating and malignant, scarcely allowed me
to breathe. No suitable receptacle was provided for the
evacuations produced by medicine and disease. My nearest
neighbor was struggling with death, and my bed, casually
extended, was moist with the detestable matter which
poured from his stomach.
nYou will eaarcely believe that, in this scene of
horrors, the sound of laughter should be overheard.
While the upper rooms of this building are filled with
the sick and the dying, the lower apartments are the
scene of carousals and mirth. The wretches who are
hired, at enormous wages, to tend the sick and convey away
the dead, neglect their duty and consume the cordials,
which are provided for the patients, in debauchery and
riot.
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WA female visage, bloated with malignity and
drunkenness, occasionally looked in. Dying eyes
were cast upon her, invoking the boon, perhaps of
a drop of cold water, or her assistance to change a
posture which compelled him to behold the ghastly
writhings or deathful smile of his neighbor.
"The visitant had left the banquet for a moment,
only to see who was dead. If she entered the room,
blinking eyes and reeling steps showed her to be
totally unqualified for ministering the aid that was
needed. Presently she disappeared and others ascended
the staircase, a coffin was deposited at the door, the
wretch, whose heart still quivered, was seized by rude
hands, and dragged along the floor into the passage.
All of the yellow fever passages are so horrible
that the only English Gothic romance that contains
scenes approaching them in revolting detail is Lewis*
The Monk . Yftiether Brown had read that novel or not,
there is no way of knowing.
The third Gothic scene occurs in Welbeck*s house.
Mervyn has gone into the deserted mansion to rest, when
he hears strange sounds coming from behind the closed
door of one of the rooms • He calls out and asks who
is there. To his surprise the voice of Colvill replies.
It seems that several years before, a man named Colvill
(1) Brown, Art nur Mervyn , Vol. I, pp. 163-164
i
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had been the schoolmaster in the district where Mervyn
resided. He had seemed studious and gentle. In less
than a year, however, he had destroyed Mervyn 1 s sister
and many other girls had been betrayed. This arch-
villain had then fled.
It is the voice of this man that Mervyn now hears
telling him to go away. But what is the young man's
astonishment, when, sometime later, the door is opened
and who should issue forth but Welbeck.
Here is mystery in good Gothic style. Whether
Colvill and Welbeck are really one or not is never quite
known.
A short time later, when someone is heard entering
the building, Mervyn, it will be remembered, hides in a
concealed chamber on the top floor to which the only
means of access is a trap-door in the ceiling, reached
by a ladder. There he sees horrors which Brown wisely
does not reveal.
This, too, is Gothic. The trap-door and the unex-
plained horrors seem good proof that Brown had read Mrs.
Radcliffe. Her stories abound with trap-doors and she,
too, is very subtle in not revealing too openly some of
her horrors. Suggestion is frequently more effective
than plain statement. Here, though, Brown improves on
Mrs. Radcliffe, for she invariably explains her myster-
ies eventually, but Brown never discloses what Mervyn
saw in the hidden room.
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The final Gothic scene comes near the close of
the story in the fonn of e dream, Mervyn had retired
for the night engrossed with the idea that Mrs. Fielding
may soon be his. All at once a voice said, " 'Sleep
no morel Mervyn shall sleep no more.' "(1) Mervyn then
either dreamed or actually rose from his bed and hurried
to Mrs. Fielding's house. There, to his horror, he met
Mrs. Fielding's husband who rushed upon him and stabbed
him in the heart. When Mervyn recovered his senses he
found himself stretched upon the bed in his own chamber.
But to further complicate matters, he learned, several
days later, that some one had actually run-: Mrs. Field-
ing's bell about two o'clock on the very night that he
imagined he paid his visit.
Here is the nightmare so common in Gothic romance.
Mervyn' s dream of a Mr. Fielding coming between him and
his love reminds one very strongly of Lorenzo's dream
in The Monk , where a monster rushes between him and
Antonia.
Then again, there is here in the suggestion of
sleep-walking, an idea that Brown develops more fully
in his next story, Edgar Huntly . Sleep-walking as a
Gothic detail will be discussed in the analysis of
this next novel.
As indicated in the beginning of the discussion of
(1) Brown, Arthur Mervyn , Vol. II, p. 806
1
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Arthur Mervyn , the story owes an obvious debt to
Caleb Williams . In both stories there is the "at-
tractive villain and victimized servant." (^)
Welbeck is, however, considerably more of a villain
than Falkland, although Brown, on several occasions,
has Welbeck appear contrite regarding his past sins.
The similarity between the two c :untry youths, ^rthur
M rvyn and Caleb Williams, is very noticeable. The
curiosity of each places him in the toils of his
employer
.
Several differences also will be noticed between
the two stories which only serve to bring out their
likeness. Welbeck* s passion is money; Falkland's
love of social position. Mervyn actually discovers his
employer in the act of murder, while Caleb learns of a
murder Falkland had committed some years before.
To summarize, in Arthur Mervyn there is sound evi-
dence that Brown was influenced by the Gothic school of
writers, particularly by Godwin's Caleb Williams . There
are also many touches that remind one of Mrs. Radcliffe
and nMonkn Lewis, or any of the other Gothic writers for
that matter. Here, as his chief means of arousing terror
and wonder, Brown uses the yellow fever plague, murder, a
trap-door concealing unexplained horror, a secret burial
in the vaults under a mansion, voice imitation, a dream,
and sleep-walking. Finally, it has been stated that in
the hero, Mervyn, and in the villain, Welbeck, Brown has
(1) Erskine (op. cit.) p. 28
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modeled closely after Godwin 1 s Caleb and Falkland.
Edgar Huntly
Edgar Hunt ly ; or Memoirs of a Sleep-Walker is
Brown* s fourth novel, the third to be published in
the one year 1799. It is the last of the autLor's
works to show any marked Gothic influence.
Plot
Edgar Huntly, a young man living in Pennsylvania
near the forks of the Delaware, one night discovers
his friend, Waldegrave, murdered under an elm tree.
Some days later he is returning home by night, and,
while passing the very spot where his friend's body
was found, he perceives a man digging. Upon approach-
ing closer, he observes that the digger is a man
named Clithero who works on a nearby farm. Now highly
suspicious, Huntly watches this man for some time.
After digging a hole of some size the man suddenly seats
himself in it, giving every sign of intense grief. Af-
ter a short time spent in this fashion, the man then
gets to his feet and proceeds to fill in the hole again.
Huntly goes up to accost this person and discovers, to
his surprise, that the man is sound asleep. Huntly then
follows him a long distance until he finally disappears
into a cave. Convinced that this is the murderer and
that his conscience brings him to the scene of his criie,
f
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Huntly goes home.
A short time later he seeks out and demands an
explanation of this Clithero. In a long confession
scene, Clithero tells the story of his life. He had,
years before in self-defense, killed a man. Villainous
as tuis person was, Clithero has never recovered from
this act, "because the man he had killed was the brother
of the lady who had done a great deal for him.
Clithero 1 s whole story does not help the present
situation any as he is apparently innocent of the mur-
der of Waldegrave. After telling his : tory he acts,
however, more strangely than ever and soon takes to
the woods where he lives in a wild, desolate region
called Norwalk. Huntly finally finds him here in a
state bordering on insanity. In carrying out his mis-
sion of visiting Clithero in his self-imposed exile,
Huntly meets with many adventures, the most notable be-
ing an encounter with a panther.
Then one night Huntly seems to see the image of
Waldegrave which warns him of a duty unfulfilled. He
recollects that he had promised to transcribe all of
Waldegrave 's letters to him in order that the former's
sister, and Huntly* s fiancee, might have them. Follow-
ing this dream, Huntly rises before dawn to seek these
letters which are hidden in a secret drawer of a cabi-
net. To his confusion the letters are gone. The next
day his uncle, with whom he lives, tells him of hearing
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some one walking for over an hour in the attic. This
only adds to the mystery for Huntly is certain he has
not left his chamber,
A few nights later Huntly awakes in great agony,
to find himself in a deep cavern miles from home. After
killing a panther and wandering in darkness for a con-
siderable time, he comes to an opening where four Indians
are sleeping. Near them is a young girl, bound captive,
and outside is a fifth Indian on guard. Huntly kills the
sentinel and escapes with the girl without disturbing the
other savages. They follow him, however, and, to his
horror, he is obliged to kill them also.
After more exciting and marvelous adventures,
Huntly finally reaches home once more. Here he dis-
covers Sarsefield, his former teacher and close friend.
Sarsefield, it is learned, has been abroad and while
there has married a lady who proves to be the very
woman who had done so much for Clithero. It is also
learned that after Clithero had killed Wiatte, the
brother, he had also tried to kill his patroness, her-
self, believing her fate to be wrapped up with that
of the brother .
Searching parties are now organized and the re-
maining Indians in the district are either killed or
captured. The mysterious death of Waldegrave is now
explained. He was slain by one of the Indians and
Clithero had nothing to do '1th it. Clithero, himself,
44
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has now become a complete maniac and tries once more
to kill his former benefactress. Imprisoned as a lun-
atic, he is being convey d from New York to Philadelphia
by boat when he throws himself overboard and drowns him-
self before he can be overtaken by a rescue boat.
Several things more remain to be explained. How does
Huntly lose the letters written to him by V/aldegrave and
why does he awake one night at the bottom of a cavern,
when he has retired to bed in the usual manner? Both
happenings are explained by the fact that Huntly also is
a somnambulist as well as Clithero. The letters he has,
himself, taken from the secret drawer and hidden in the
attic while sound asleep. His other sleep-walking epi-
sode is evidently due to his daytime excursions in
search of Clithero. Finally, how does it happen that
Clithero is discovered digging under the very tree where
V/aldegrave is killed? It seems that he has for years
treasured a manuscript written by his patroness. After
keeping it for some time in a trunk with a concealed
lock, he finally determines to make it even more secure
by burying it. That he chose the spot where the murder
occurred was mere chance.
The whole story is supposed to be a letter written
by Huntly to his fiancee, the sister of his dead friend.
It will he noted that all through the story there are
two distinct plots: one dealing with Edgar Huntly and
4«
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his adventures, the other having to do with the story
of Clithero. The two threads of the tale are imper-
fectly joined and the story winders hut it is a dis-
tinct improvement in construction over Arthur Mervyn .
If this were a study of the history of the American
novel, it could be pointed out that in Edgar Huntly
there occurs the first use of the outdoor world of the
wilderness and forest and of the Indian as valuable
assets to the romancer.
Evidences of Gothic Influence
In Edgar Huntly these scenes show a Gothic influ-
ence :
(1) The mysterious murder of Waldegrave, and the
sleep-walker who visits the spot where the body
was found
(2) The attempted murder of Mrs. Lorimer by Clithero
(3) Huntly* s experiences in the cavern
(4) The episode of the missing letters
(5) The encounter with the Indians
(6) The closing chapters in which Clithero becomes
a maniac
What an excellent scene of strangeness and terror is
the opening of the story. A man is found murdered under
a large elm tree. No investigation discloses how he met
*
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his death. Then one night a friend of the dead man sees
some one dig ing on the very spot where the body was
found. On closer observation this man is found to be
asleep. Moreover, he appears to be suffering. The
natural conclusion is that here is the murderer brought
to the scene of his crime by a guilty conscience.
This, however, does not prove to be the case. Near
the end of the story it is learned that Indians had com-
mitted the murder. The sleep-walker was merely burying
a manuscript valuable to him. He had kept it in a chest
with a secret spring but had decided it v/as not safe
the re •
How many familiar Gothic details there are here!
A mysterious murder, a manuscript, a chest with a secret
spring, some one digging on the spot of the murder, are
all familiar to the reader of Gothic stories. Sleep-
walking and the Indian, however, are not so easily re-
cognized. But there is certainly an element of the
strange and the weird about sleep-walking that makes it
good Gothic material. After a moment f s reflection,
furthermore, it will be observed that the introduction
of Indians is also Gotnic, a decided American Gothic.
Brown. in the introduction to Edgar Huntly states:
"One merit the writer may at least claim: - that of
calling forth the passions and engaging the sympathy of the
reader by means hitherto unemployed by preceding authors.
I«
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Puerile superstition and exploded manners, Gothic
castles and chimeras, are the materials usually em-
ployed for this end. The incidents of Indian hostili-
ty and the perils of the Western wilderness, are far
more suitable; and for a native of America to over-
look these would admit of no apology." (1) It will be
noted that Brown, then, has deliberately determined to
give his romance an American flavor by using the Indi-
an and the wilderness instead of the more familiar
castle and medieval superstition.
The second Gothic episode is the attempted murder
of Mrs. Lorimer by Clithero. Clithero, a poor country
boy, has been given employment and, in fact, practi-
cally adopted by this rich lady. This is very similar
to the beginning of The Old English Baron or Caleb
Williams . Sometime later, in self defense, he kills her
villainous brother, Wiatte, and then, because she has
felt that her fate and her brother* s were linked,
Clithero feels he must also kill his patroness. The
scene in which, during the dead of the night, he creeps
slowly to the bedside, dagger in hand is worthy of Mrs.
Radcliffe. And his wild, half-crazed thoughts only add
to the terror of the scene. Then, to complete the hor-
ror, just as he plunges the dagger downward, a piercing
shriek is uttered behind him and some one grasps his arm
(1) Brown, Edgar Hunt ly , Introduction, p. 4
<
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with sufficient force to cause the dagger to plunge
harmlessly into the bed. It is Mrs, Lorimer who has
come up behind him; he was just about to stab Clarice,
a young girl with whom he is in love. There is little
doubt as to the Gothic ism here.
Huntly*s experiences in the cavern, especially those
which follow his sleep-walking, form the third Gothic
incident. He has retired to bed as usual. Then, slowly
and painfully he awakes. All is utter darkness. Fin-
ally, he gets to his feet, and, at the third step his
foot touches something. He stoops and picks up an
Indian tomahawk. After considerable exploration he
discovers that he is at the bottom of a pit, out of
wnich he eventually climbs, only to meet a panther who
is waiting for him at the top. This he kills with the
tomahawk. After a great deal of wandering about, Hunt-
ly at length finds an exit to the cavern and then comes
his encounter with the Indians.
Once before, Huntly had met with a cougar in his
exciting trailing of Clithero through the wilds of Nor-
walk. He has now twice barely escaped death from these
ferocious animals.
These, and many other harrowing and breath-taking
adventures in the wilderness, form a distinctly new and
"Americanized" Gothic. If, to these, the many Indian
scenes are added, it can be said that here, indeed, is a
new way to arouse wonder and terror.
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Huntly* s ability at somnambulism is again employed
in the mystery of the missing letters. He has kept
Waldegrave* s letters in a secret compartment of his
cabinet. One night, in a dream, Waldegrave seems to ap-
pear to him with marks of displeasure written on his
countenance. Huntly knows this is because he has not
yet made copies of the letters for the dead Waldegrave *s
sister. Following this dream, Huntly rises from his bed
to see ii the letters are still safe. To his horror
they are gone. A considerable time later they are found
concealed in the attic.
Here, too, Brown in his Radcliffian fashion feels he
must explain this strange disappearance. He does it by
means of telling the reader that Huntly, himself, had
removed the letters while asleep and placed them in the
attic. For the general confusion of the public, then,
there are two sleep-walkers, Clithero and Huntly. But
this certainly adds to the general mystery of the whole.
Probably the most notable incidents in the romance
are the encounters Huntly has with the Indians. The
killing of five Indians produces enough blood to satisfy
even a "Monk" Lewis. And the way the hero loves to ob-
serve the birds, the squirrels, and the wild and rugged
aspect of Norwalk, reminds one of Emily 1 s observations
of the mountainous scenery surrounding Montoni's castle
in The Mysteries of Udolpho . As has been noted before,
I
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these Indian adventures in the wilderness, especially
for European readers, can have equally as strong an
element of strangeness added to terror as any adventure
in a crumbling castle or abbey.
The final chapters also have a touch of the Gothic.
Huntly, in a mistaken moment, tells the now crazed
Clithero that Mrs. Lorimer is in America, the wife of
Sarsefield. Clithero immediately feels called upon
once ::ore to attempt the completion of her fate. He
sets out to find and kill her, warning Huntly that if
his information is not true, he, Huntly, shall expiate.
There follows a period of suspense, in which the reader
wonders if Clithero will fulfil his puroose. Happily,
he is taken.
Here, again, Brown* s intent seems to be to arouse
wonder and terror. The episode reminds one of Wieland's
escape from prison and attempted murder of his sister.
In fact a lunatic at large is always an excellent way
to arouse terror.
Even though Edgar Huntly contains many new methods
of arousing terror, some of the characters conform to
the traditional Gothic type. Clithero is, perhaps, the
most obvious example. Here is a mind subject to in-
sanity. Because he has killed his benefactress* brother,
remorse preys upon Clithero, driving him mad. Further-
more, superstitious as he is, the mere suggestion that
(
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her fate is linked with that of her brother, gives him
the incentive to even try to murder her. With the At-
lantic between them, he is able to overcome his feel-
ing that he must kill his patroness and only a sense
of melancholy remains. This leads him to sleep-walk-
ing and a love of solitude. As soon as he learns that
Mrs. Lorimer is in America, Clithero f s compulsion to
kill is again revived. What Gothic touches are here
t
Murder, insanity, sleep-walking, melancholy, solitude,
are all characteristics familiar to Gothic writers.
Glithero is not the villain some have been, but he
serves his purpose well enough. It will be noted that
he, like so many Gothic villains, first appears as a
good and amiable person, but destiny seems to decree
that he shall be otherwise.
Huntly, himself, has some Gothic traits. He is
first of all a sleep-walker which gives an air of
mystery to him. Secondly, in his combats with panthers
and Indians, he has all the phenomenal success of the
usual Gothic hero. Here, as elsewhere, Brown's char-
acters are as impossible as those in the English Gothic
novels.
In conclusion, then, although Brown, in Edgar
Huntly , makes use of many well recognized methods of
causing terror, his outstanding effort here, in this
direction, is entirely a new one. To be sure he employs
(V
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a murder, a chest, a manuscript, and sundry other de-
tails, but his real contribution to the Gothic novel
is the introduction of "the incidents of Indian hostil-
ity and the perils of the V/estern wilderness" as means
of adding strangeness to terror. He discloses to
future writers, like James Fenimore Cooper, a new mine
of American romantic materials.
Clara Howard
In 1801 Brown published his fifth novel, Clara
Howard ; or , The Enthusiasm of Love. T/ds story is de-
cidedly different from the author*s preceding four
novels, as Erskine says, "The plot is orderly and for
the most part clearly worked out. The chief interest
is focused on the characters of Clara Howard and Mary
Wilmot, almost equally the heroines. Most significant
is the new emphasis on character rather than psychology;
the experiences of both girls are moral tests." ( 2 )
The story is told in letter form.
Plot
Philip Stanley, a poor orphan boy, is greatly aided
by Mr. Howard, a wealthy Englishman. Rather suddenly,
Howard leaves for his native land saying he may never
return. During his absence, Stanley becomes acquainted
(1) Vilas (op. cit.) p. 63
(2) Erskine (op. cit.) p. 41
(<
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with the Wilmots, brother and sister. The sister,
somewhat older than Stanley, falls in love with him,
although his affection for her is no more than
friendship. The brother dies and Stanley, out of a
kindly regard for Mary's future, becomes engaged to
her.
Soon after this, Mr. Howard returns accompanied
by a wife, recently married, and her daughter, Clara
Howard, whose father was a cousin of Mr. Howard.
Stanley is taken into the family and soon he and
Clara are in love. Mary '.Vilmot learns of this and
unselfishly disappears. Stanley, however, makes the
mistake of telling Clara about Mary, and Clara, just
as unselfish as Mary, sends him off against his will
to find the missing girl.
.after a not too arduous search, and after con-
siderable protesting, Stanley finally allows himself
to find the absent Mary. She still refuses to permit
him to marry herj but, on the other hand, Clara is
equally inflexible, and insists if Mary still loves
him that he must marry her. Poor Stanley's diffi-
culties are solved when Mary marries Sedley who has
long been in love with her. Clara then, and not until
then, welcomes him to her waiting arms.
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Lack of Got hi c Influence
This story is entirely lacking in Gothic inci-
dents. It is, as Vilas says, "a love story, pure and
simple - exceedingly simple." (1) It is true that
there is here, as in Brown's other novels, an echo of
Caleb Williams . There is, once again, the obscure boy,
Stanley, and the wealthy benefactor, Howard. But
Howard has none of the evil qualities that distinguish
Falkland, Ormond , or Welbeck. In fact the plot is with
out a villain.
The story centers almost equally about the two
women characters, Clara Howard and Mary Wilmot. Com-
pared to the maturity and nobleness of their characters
Stanley is a very frail and indecisive young boy. As
Erskine states, "These women think and act for them-
selves, with all the newly discovered consciousness of
women's rights. They are not portraits, but social ide
als, the concrete development of the theories in Alcuin
Too much credit can hardly be given to the author who
conceived of this now common type so far in advance of
its general acceptance." (2)
Brown, then, it is evident, has made a decided
change in his attitude toward the novel. From a highly
romantic type, he has now changed to a more realistic
(1) Vilas (op. cit. ) p. 40
(2) Erskine (op. cit.) p. 43
(
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style, a form which many critics believe is more
natural to him. The influence of the Gothic school
seems to have left him, not only in Clara Howard but
in Jane Talbot as well. Neither book contains any
scenes of horror; trap-doors, mysterious murders,
weird sounds, maniacs, and sleep-walkers, have all
been left behind. Brown is now more interested in
character, particularly feminine character. He strives
to present this in realistic fashion, albeit a rather
sentimental realism. One is inclined to agree with
what Vilas says about the story: "We are constantly
led to think that had the young people had less tine
from their business..., there would have been less
ground for a story and so they would not have made
such fools of themselves. » (1)
Jane Talbot
The last work of fiction of Brown T s Jane Talbot
,
was published in 1804. Like Clara Howard , the plot is
carried on through correspondence. The story is quiet,
in the author* s later manner.
1
(1) ViXas (op. oit.) p. 41
(
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Plot
Jane Talbot is the daughter of a country gentle-
man whose wife has died leaving a son and daughter.
The son is a worthless fellow, who manages to ruin
his father by his riotous extravagance. He then
leaves Philadelphia and goes to France. Shortly after,
the father dies and Jane, the daughter, is left in the
care of Mrs. Fielder, a wealthy widow.
Jane is prevailed upon to marry Talbot, a re-
spectable, elderly man, who kindly goes off and dies
just when his wife becomes interested in Henry Colden.
Colden, however, has unsettled habits and Mrs. Fielder
discourages his attentions to Jane. A meddling spin-
ster increases Mrs. Fielder's suspicions of Colden by
stealing one of Jane's unfinished letters to Colden,
and adding something to it. When Mrs. Fielder threatens
to disinherit Jane, Colden disappears. He returns four
years later to find Mrs. Fielder dead and Jane about to
marry someone else. Whereupon Colden marries her him-
self.
Lack of Gothic Influence
This novel might have been made exciting, but the
letter form completely kills any animation the story
might have had. Here the influence of Godwin is
turned to a peculiar account. To quote Erskine:
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"It is charged against the hero, by one of the char-
acters, that he is a disciple of Godwin, and the charge
is felt to he a serious one." (1) This, and one oth.r
thing, are the only vestiges of the Gothic influence on
Brown.
The other matter is connected with the spinster
villainess. She has been in love with Mr. Talbot, but
he chose Jane instead. Since that time she has hated
Jane. One day she pays a call on Jane, but finds no
one in the room. There is, however, a partly finished
letter to Golden lying on the table. This she takes
with her and adds some very compromising matter to it,
in handwriting similar to Jane*s. The letter is then
sent to Mrs. Fielder. Colden, alter considerable de-
tective work, discovers what she has done, but can get
no permanent confession from the spinster.
Here, then, is the only incident that can possibly
be construed to be Gothic. The mysterious disappearance
of a letter and then its reappearance with a paragraph
added to it has a slight tinge of Gothicism. It re-
minds one of that other handwriting expert, Craig, in
Oimond .
But, for the most part, the story is an uneventful
one, with the chief characters writing back and forth to
(1) Erskine (op. cit.) p. 46
(
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one another, analysing the state of their feelings.
They are no more Gothic than the events in the plot,
unless their inability to help themselves he account-
ed a Gothic trait.
Conclusion
It appears reasonable, then, to assert that the
novels of Charles Brockden Brown were influenced by
the English Gothic romance. Critics are generally
agreed on this subject and a study of the novels,
themselves, seems to further prove the case. It has
been found, however, that of the six novels Brown
wrote, only the first four show any positive proof of
this influence as the last two, Clara Howard and Jane
Talbot , are devoid of scenes of horror. It must be
admitted that Brown, himself, made no acknowledgment
of his indebtedness, except to express his admiration
of Godwin* s Caleb Williams . Also it must be confessed,
the critics who assert that he knew the Gothic novels
do not attempt to prove their statements. Still, the
liberal use that Brown made of the unusual, the myste-
rious, and the terrible, in Wieland
,
Ormond
,
Arthur
Mervyn , and Edgar Huntly t shows that he was a disciple
of the Gothic school. In fact, I have made some very
definite comparisons with the English Gothic novels,
I
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particularly with Caleb Williams . Indeed, there can
be little doubt as to the tremendous influence of this
novel on the works of Brown. Also, in his rationalized
explanation of apparently supernatural events, he re-
minds one of Mrs. Radcliffe.
But, it has been pointed out in this thesis, Brown
was not a mere imitator. He changed and adapted the
English Gothic romance to suit his own needs. He placed
no dependence upon ancient legend or Gothic castle. In-
stead of a medieval, European setting, he gave his nov-
els an American background of his own time. He seemed
to be more interested in the pseudo-scientific, ration-
alized explanation of his mysteries than the average
English writer of Gothic romance. Finally, he employed
several new methods of arousing terror, notably ven-
triloquism, somnambulism, the yellow fever plague, and
the Indian.
Thus it will be seen that Brown owed a great deal
to the English Gothic novel, but, at the same time, his
novels are distinctly the product of an American, who,
in some degree, emancipated himself from European in-
fluence.
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